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Abstract of the Dissertation

Computer Aided Diagnosis for Virtual Endoscopy
by
Wei Hong

Doctor of Philosophy
in
Computer Science
Stony Brook University
2007
Thousands of endoscopic procedures are performed each year. They are invasive and
often uncomfortable for patients. They sometimes have serious side effects such as perforation, infection, and hemorrhage. Virtual endoscopic visualization avoids the risks associated with real endoscopy, and when used prior to performing an actual endoscopic
procedure for therapeutics can minimize procedural difficulties and decrease the rate of
morbidity. Additionally, there are many body regions inaccessible to or complicated with
real endoscopy but can be explored with virtual endoscopy. In this dissertation, novel algorithms are proposed in segmentation and digital cleansing, volume rendering, surface
flattening, and computer-aided detection (CAD) to improve and enhance virtual endoscopy
applications.
Effective colonoscopic screening for polyps with optical or virtual means requires adequate visualization of the entire colon surface. We have investigated the colon surface visibility coverage using a simulation method to estimate the percentage of the colon surface
is missed in the optical colonoscopy (OC) and virtual colonoscopy (VC). Our simulation
study reveals that about 23% of the colon surface is missed in the standard OC examination
and about 9% of the colon surface is missed in the VC examination when navigating in
both directions.
We have adopted a partial volume model in the segmentation and digital cleansing to
handle the partial volume effect. Our algorithm is demonstrated with contrast-enhanced
CT colon data sets. The topological noise is automatically removed from the segmentation
result by a 3D region growing based algorithm using the concept of simple point. Furthermore, the topologically simple colon surface is extracted with a dual contouring method
for virtual colon flattening.
Most common methods in virtual endoscopy simulate the behavior of a real endoscope.
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Simulating a real endoscopy is not the most efficient technique in many endoscopy procedures. A real endoscopy is restricted due to physical limitations that a virtual endoscopy
does not have. We present a conformal colon flattening technique which virtually unfolds
the colon, allowing physicians to inspect its surface and detect polyps on a single 2D image.
Direct volume rendering (DVR) can provide high-quality virtual endoscopic views for
virtual endoscopy applications. However, DVR of contemporary clinical data sets in realtime at a high resolution is still a challenge. We present a GPU-based object-order raycasting algorithm to render large volumetric data sets on the GPU. We also exploit the
cooperation and trade-off between the GPU and the CPU to obtain further acceleration.
Although our ray-casting approach is of general applicability, we have specifically applied
it to our VC system.
We further present a novel pipeline for CAD of colonic polyps by integrating texture
and shape analysis with volume rendering and conformal colon flattening. Using our automatic method, the 3D polyp detection problem is converted to a 2D image segmentation
problem. The polyps are detected by a clustering method on the 2D flattened colon image.
The false positives (FPs) are further reduced by analyzing the volumetric shape features.
Our system detects 100% of the adenomatous polyps, and yields a low FP rate. The results
are easily integrated into a VC system, which allows physicians to perform their diagnoses more accurately and efficiently. Since the suspicious areas are clearly identified to
the physician, the physician needs only traverse the colon in one direction, without fear of
missing a polyp.
All presented techniques have been tested with a number of data sets to show their
feasibility. In this dissertation, we focus on CT colon data sets although our techniques
could be used with a variety of other human organs, such as blood vessels and bladder.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Endoscopy is a minimally invasive diagnostic medical procedure used to assess the interior surfaces of hollow organs and perform therapeutic procedures by inserting a tiny tube
into the body, often, but not necessarily, through a natural body opening. The instrument
may have a rigid or a flexible tube and not only provide an image, for visual inspection and
photography, but also enable taking biopsies and retrieving of foreign objects. By changing
the position of the endoscope, the operator is able to see lesions and other surface conditions of an organ while controlling the viewing position and angle of the probe. During this
interactive exploration, the endoscopist has full control of the navigation within the hollow
organ. Endoscopy procedures are increasing in medical importance because they have less
deleterious effects on the patient. These procedures have been used in gastroenterology,
surgery, neurosurgery, interventional radiology and many other fields.
Many endoscopic procedures are relatively painless and, at worst, associated with mild
discomfort although patients are sedated for most procedures. Complications are rare (only
5% of all operations) but can include perforation of the organ under inspection with the
endoscope or biopsy instrument. If that occurs open surgery may be required to repair the
injury. Furthermore, endoscopes display only the inner surface of hollow organs and yield
no information about the anatomy within or beyond the wall. This limitation prevents the
evaluation of the transmural extent of tumors and limits the ability to localize the lesion
relative to surrounding anatomic structures.
In contrast, virtual endoscopy [9] is a convenient alternative. It is based on a 3D scan
of the respective body region, such as computed tomography (CT) scans, and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) scans of the abdominal area, the heart, the head, the lungs or
rotational angiography of blood vessels in various body parts. Based on the resulting volumetric data, the organs of interest are visualized and inspected from interior viewpoints.

1. INTRODUCTION

2

In particular, virtual endoscopy can provide information which is unavailable in optical
endoscopy due to its limited flexibility and field of view.
With continuing advances in software and hardware, virtual endoscopy offers the
promise of quicker and cheaper methods of evaluation. In certain clinical situations, virtual
endoscopy may enhance diagnosis, preoperative planning, operative technique, and postoperative follow-up. Although not yet in routine use, the techniques have been found useful
in specific scenarios, such as virtual colonoscopy [48, 49] and virtual bronchoscopy [121].
Some hospitals no longer consider virtual colonoscopy a research protocol and are offering
it as a screening tool despite its limitations.
Virtual endoscopy has also been used to evaluate the bladder, kidneys, small intestine,
stomach, larynx, nasolacrimal ducts and paranasal sinuses. Therefore, this method could
potentially provide a means for the screening and surveillance of bladder tumors, which
tend to recur. Virtual endoscopy can also be used to simulate endoscopic surgery before
the actual performance, thus helping the surgeon plan the operative approach. In summary,
virtual endoscopy is a nascent technique with multiple potential applications that could
have a significant impact on common clinical issues, especially colorectal cancer screening.
Improved screening could detect certain cancers at an early, curable stage and could prevent
the development of cancer.
In this dissertation, novel algorithms are presented in segmentation and digital cleansing, conformal virtual flattening, GPU-based volumetric ray-casting, and computer-aided
polyp detection techniques to support and enhance virtual endoscopy applications, mainly
for diagnosis purposes. We concentrate on the virtual colonoscopy system that focuses on
the examination of the colon although our techniques are general and could be used with a
variety of human organs.

1.2 Background
1.2.1 Virtual Colonoscopy
The most promising clinical use of endoluminal imaging is in examination of the colon.
Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer related deaths in the United States.
Colorectal cancer accounts for approximately 945, 000 new cases and 500, 000 deaths
worldwide each year [116].
Most colorectal cancers begin as a polyp, which is a small, harmless growth in the wall
of the colon. As a polyp gets larger, it can develop into a cancer that grows and spreads.
Early detection of colon cancer is the key to a good prognosis. The five-year survival rate
for colon cancer is nearly 90% for localized disease versus about 6% for distant metastases.
It can take from 10 to 15 years for an adenomatous polyp to become an invasive cancer
[94]. Thus, there is a considerable time for detection and clinical intervention if the proper
screening methods are used. Studies of fecal occult blood testing, flexible sigmoidoscopy,
and colonoscopy have shown that screening for colorectal cancer in high-risk countries can
decrease mortality by 50%. Evidence-based guidelines recommend the screening of adults
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who are at average risk for colorectal cancer, since the detection and removal of adenomas
has been shown to substantially reduce the incidence of cancer and cancer-related mortality. Therefore, many have advocated screening programs to detect polyps with a diameter
of less than one centimeter [87]. In optical colonoscopy (OC), a thin flexible fiber optic endoscope is inserted into the patient’s rectum to inspect the entire colon for potential
polyps. Although colonoscopy detects nearly 90% of colorectal caners, it is invasive, uncomfortable, and not without risks. Most people do not follow this advice because of the
discomfort and inconvenience of the conventional colonoscopy.
To encourage people to participate in screening programs, virtual colonoscopy (VC)
[49, 60, 93, 108], also known as computed tomographic colonography (CTC), has been
proposed and developed to detect colorectal polyps using CT images of a patient’s abdomen
and a virtual fly-through visualization system that allows physicians to navigate within a
3D model of the colon searching for polyps, the precursors of cancer. In the fly-though navigation of VC, a virtual camera with a specific field of view moves along a special planned
path inside the colon to render its internal view. A typical 3D endoscopic view of VC showing a polyp in VC is displayed in Figure 1.1(d). However, this polyp is hard to be identified
from the 2D mutually perpendicular slice views (Figure 1.1(a)-(c)), which demonstrates
that VC is much more efficient than 2D review. VC is minimally invasive, fast, inexpensive, and has been successfully demonstrated to be more convenient and efficient than the
traditional OC. Moreover, VC doesn’t require a rigorous bowel cleansing preparation. The
patient needs only to have a modified diet with an oral contrast agent, for example barium.
The tagged material is enhanced in the CT scan, allowing it to be identified. However,
care must be taken during electronic cleansing to restore the CT density values where the
partial volume effect occurs. With the recent introduction of multi-detector CT capable of
generating 16 images in 0.5s, CT processing has become remarkably fast and the polyp
detection sensitivity has been enhanced. Pickhardt et al. [108] have demonstrated that the
performance of a VC compares favorably with that of a traditional OC. The radiation exposure incurred during a virtual colonoscopy examination is currently equivalent to that of
two plain abdominal films and will probably decrease with continued software and hardware developments [65]. Advantages and disadvantages of VC are compared and listed in
Table 1.1.

1
2
3
4
5

Table 1.1: Advantages and Disadvantages of Virtual Colonoscopy.
Advantages
Disadvantages
Noninvasive
Cost (no reimbursement code)
No sedation required
Radiation exposure
Localize polyps and lesions precisely
Cannot take biopsy specimens
Less technically demanding
Retained feces can be misinterpreted
Sensitivity equal to that of conventional Cannot show texture and color details
OC for lesions > 10mm in diameter
of mucosa
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.1: Virtual Colonoscopy: The 2D mutually perpendicular slice views are oriented
(a)axial, (b)coronal, and (c)sagittal; (d)A polyp is shown in a typical 3D endoscopic view.
In fly-through navigation, it is crucial to generate an optimal camera path for efficient
clinical examination. Automatic path planning is needed because manual planning is difficult and time-consuming due to the complex shape of the human colon. For complete
and accurate diagnosis, a planned path should not produce significant blind areas on the
colon surface. Previous investigations of automatic path generation can be categorized into
approaches based on topological thinning and minimum cost spanning tree. Topological
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thinning algorithms can be used to eliminate the outermost layer of a segmented colon successively with only the centerline voxels remaining. Hong et al. [48] have used the peel
onion technique to generate the centerline of colon. Paik et al. [98] have proposed the
thinning based on Euclidean distance mapping. By iteratively correcting a path toward the
medial axis, the necessity of evaluating simple point criteria during morphological thinning
is eliminated. Sadleir et al. [112] have optimized 3D topological thinning and reduced the
computational burden associated with the thinning process by referring to lookup tables.
With a 3D distance map generated in the preprocessing step, the minimum cost spanning tree can be built using the shortest path algorithm [22]. The combination of maximum
length and minimum cost trees enable it to find the optimal centerline. Hong et al. [49]
have used the difference between the global maximum distance value and the corresponding value of the distance from the colon surface to calculate the single source shortest path
from the user specified start point to the end point. Bitter et al. [12] have introduced a
penalty cost for generating the minimum cost path by adding more edges and vertices to
incorporate penalties for coming close to the object boundary. Wan et al. [126] have used
exact Euclidian distance from each voxel inside the colon to the nearest colon boundary to
extract the colon centerline and its associated branches.
In other approaches, Kang et al. [63] have proposed a method to determine camera
positions and their view directions to minimize the blind areas during navigation. Kwon et
al. [75] have used image-based information generated in the rendering time to determine
the camera positions and directions. This method does not require pre-processing or extra
storage, but it is highly likely to converge to local minima in complex regions. Level set
methods [20, 46] have also been used to extract the centerline of the colon. However, it is
computationally expensive to calculate the level set propagation.
All techniques that examine the colon require a clean lumen, eliminating residual materials that may be falsely interpreted as colonic masses. Prior to any of these examinations,
patients undergo a bowl cleansing preparation which includes either washing the colon with
a large amount of liquids or administering medications and enemas to induce bowel movements [48]. This bowel preparation is often more unpleasant than the examination itself.
An alternative method of cleansing the colon would be very attractive. In VC, contrast solutions can be ingested to enhance the image intensities of the stool and fluid. By applying
image segmentation algorithms, these colonic materials can be virtually removed from the
images without the patient undergoing physical bowel washing [16, 78].

1.2.2 Computer-Aided Detection
VC has shown promising results for colorectal cancer screening. However, physicians
have encountered several obstacles in the clinical practicality of VC. For a physician to
make an accurate determination about the existence of polyps utilizing a VC system, he/she
needs to spend a substantial amount of time carefully inspecting the entire colon wall during navigation. Even with a careful inspection, it is easy for a physician to miss polyps
that might be hidden around sharp bends and within deep folds of the colon walls. This
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problem can be minimized only through forward and reverse viewing of both supine and
prone images. This process does not, however, ensure full coverage and is extremely timeconsuming [10]. Therefore, the diagnostic performance of VC is indeterminate, being
susceptible to human error [31, 59]. The learning curve for the accurate interpretation of
CT colonographic scans can be one of the causes for variable sensitivity among reviewers
[102, 111]. Moreover, the absence of visual cues that normally exist with conventional OC
also make image interpretation tedious and susceptible to error.
To overcome these difficulties, computer-aided detection (CAD) schemes have been
developed for the automatic detection of colonic polyps. The second opinion offered by a
CAD scheme has the potential to reduce the interpretation time and to enhance diagnostic accuracy. Overall interpretation time can be reduced if physicians focus on the small
number of regions indicated as suspicious by a CAD scheme. Thus, physicians can quickly
inspect a large portion of the colon that is likely to be normal. In addition, CAD has the
potential to reduce physicians’ perceptual errors, thereby improving the accuracy of VC.
In order for the CAD system to be useful, it must be able to identify 100% of colonic
polyps. In addition, it must be able to substantially reduce the number of false positives
(FPs). Without the reduction of FPs, there would be too many areas to be inspected in a
limited amount of time. An efficient CAD system would thus be used to make physicians
more effective and make their diagnoses more accurate. CAD of colonic polyps is particularly challenging because the colon is highly deformable and colon surfaces have a number
of polyp mimics. In the past several years there have been several prototype CAD schemes
reported in the literature with variable success in polyp detection.
Shape and texture features are the two major characteristic features that have been used
to differentiate polyps from normal soft tissues. Vining et al. [124] have utilized the measure of abnormal colon wall thickness to detect polyp suspects. Summers et al. [122] have
employed local variations in curvature of the surface of the colonic wall to detect abnormal
shapes. Then, the candidates are filtered by the restrictions of mean curvature, dimensionless ratio sphericity, and minimum polyp size to reduce FPs. Paik et al. [100] have observed
that normals on the colon surface usually intersect with normals on neighboring surfaces,
as polyps have 3D shape features changing rapidly in many directions. Based on this observation, they have introduced a method to detect polyps by the number of intersecting
normal vectors of a patch. Yoshida et al. [137, 136] and Näppi et al. [96] have further
characterized the curvature measures by shape index and curvedness to differentiate polyps
from haustral folds and the colon wall. The volumetric features gradient concentration
(GC) and directional gradient concentration (DGC) are used for reducing FPs.
Based on the assumption that polyps are composed of small, approximately spherical
patches, Tomasi and Göktürk [123] have designed a method of locally fitting a sphere to
the isosurface of each voxel on the colon wall. Groups of voxels having many neighboring
spheres are considered as polyp candidates. Kiss et al. [69] have utilized normal and sphere
fitting as the references to extract some geometric features on the polyp surfaces. Wang et
al. [130] have introduced a new shape description global curvature for polyp detection. All
these shape based methods are sensitive to the irregularity of the colon wall and therefore
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share a relatively high FP rate, which is undesirable.
Göktürk et al. [36] have presented a statistical approach that uses support vector machines to distinguish the differentiating characteristics of polyps and healthy tissue, and
use this information for the classification of the new cases. Acar et al. [1] have proposed a
CAD scheme using an edge-displacement field to analyze and improve the polyp detection.
Näppi et al. [97] have employed a conditional morphological dilation strategy to extract
the suspected regions. The FPs are reduced by further analyzing three shape features from
these suspicious regions. Yao et al. [135] have explored image segmentation methods in
CAD to reduce the FPs. This method is based on a combination of knowledge-guided
intensity adjustment, fuzzy c-mean clustering, and deformable models. The volumetric
features computed from the segmentation can further reduce FPs.

1.2.3 Virtual Dissection
Virtual dissection, also called virtual flattening, is an innovative technique whereby
the 3D model of the human organ is virtually unrolled, sliced open, and displayed as a
flat surface, similar to a physical pathologic specimen. This technique has the potential
to reduce the evaluation time by providing a more rapid 3D image assessment than a 3D
fly-through navigation. A disadvantage of virtual dissection is the potential for distortion
of lesions and normal anatomy.
The application of virtual dissection technique for colon data sets may ultimately improve the accuracy by reducing blind spots presented with 3D endoluminal displays and by
reducing reader fatigue. Numerous algorithms have been investigated to alleviate the distortion that inevitably results from the virtual straightening and flattening of curved colonic
sections.
The straightforward method [129] starts with uniformly re-sampling the colonic central
path. At each sampling point, a cross section orthogonal to the path is computed. The
central path is straightened and the cross sections are unfolded and re-mapped into a new
3D volume. The iso-surface is then extracted and rendered. In this method, nearby cross
sections may overlap at high curvature regions. As a consequence, a polyp might appear
twice or be missed completely in the flattened image. Balogh et al. [6] have presented
an iterative method to correct cross sections, using two consecutive ones at a time. Their
method was tested both on artificial and cadaveric phantoms.
Wang et al. [18, 127, 128] have utilized electrical field lines generated by a local
charged path to generate curved cross sections instead of planar sections, which is called
soft straightening. If the complete path is charged, then the cross sections tend to diverge,
avoiding overlaps. However, due to the expensive computation of the global charge, the authors only locally charge the path, which cannot guarantee that the curved cross sections do
not intersect each other any more. Zhang et al. [141, 142] have developed a fast algorithm
for soft straightening of the colon that greatly accelerates the unraveling process based on
the interpolation of representative electronic force lines. They also suppress the geometric
distortion associated with soft straightening of the colon by moderately adjusting curved
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cross sections, which is equivalent to appropriately modify the underlying electronic field.
Fletcher et al. [32] have proposed a method to use isometric volume rendering, which
did not require a colon centerline trace. They have concluded that this method, compared
with standard 2D axial and 3D endoluminal reviews, has the potential for improved detection of lesions with specific morphologic characteristics. However, the navigation of the
reconstructed images is reportedly time consuming. Paik et al. [99] have used cartographic
projections to project the entire solid angle of the camera. This approach samples the solid
angle of the camera, and maps it onto a cylinder which is finally mapped to the image.
However, this method causes distortions in shape.
Bartrolı́ et al. [8] have proposed a method to move a camera along the central path of
the colon. For each camera position a small cylinder tangent to the path is defined. Rays
starting at the cylinder axis and being orthogonal to the cylinder surface are traced. The
cylinder is then opened and mapped to a 2D image. The result is a video where each frame
shows the projection of a small part of the inner surface of the colon onto the cylinder.
This avoids the appearance of double polyps since intersections can only appear between
different frames. However, this approach does not provide a complete overview of the
colon. They have presented a new two step technique to deal with double appearance of
the polyps and the nonuniform sampling problems [7]. First, curved rays are cast along the
negative gradient of the distance map from the central path of the colon, which returns the
distances between the camera and the intersection points on the colon surface. Then, the
height field is unfolded and the nonlinear 2D scaling is applied to achieve area preservation.
However, it is important to this method that the central path is smooth and has as many
linear segments as possible.
Haker et al. [43] have proposed a method based on the discretization of the LaplaceBeltrami operator to flatten the colon surface onto the plane in a manner which preserves
angles. The flattened colon surface is colored according to its mean curvature. A morphological method is used to remove minute handles resulting from the segmentation algorithm, because their algorithm requires the input surface to be a topologically open-ended
cylinder. However, the color-coded mean curvature of the extracted surface is not efficient for polyp identification, and it requires a highly accurate and smooth surface mesh to
achieve a good mean-curvature calculation.
Hoppe et al. [58] have compared virtual colon dissection with axial interpretation and
conventional colonoscopy. They concluded that virtual colon dissection may facilitate detection of colonic polyps in isolated cases, its detection rate is not superior to axial interpretation and conventional colonoscopy, which is mainly attributable to failed rendering
of insufficiently distended colonic segments or regions with residual feces. With further
improvement of path-finding, and image segmentation, however, virtual colon dissection
has the potential to be useful interpretation tool for CT colonography.
Recently, Johnson et al. [61] evaluated virtual dissection in a phantom and in a small
patient sample with endoscopic correlation. All 144 polyps in the phantom and all 20
clinically proved polyps in the patients were visible in retrospect. These results indicate a
high potential for improved polyp detection with this technique.
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1.2.4 Direct Volume Rendering
The term volume rendering [23, 26, 82, 85] describes a set of techniques for rendering
three-dimensional, that is, volumetric data. The two major approaches to volume rendering
are rendering an isosurface corresponding a given iso-value [86, 114], and direct volume
rendering (DVR). A direct volume rendered image with a human abdomen data set is shown
in Figure 1.2. DVR methods create images of an entire volumetric data set, without concentrating on, or even explicitly extracting surfaces corresponding to certain features of
interest. DVR requires an optical model [90] for describing how the volume emits, reflects,
scatters, or occludes light. In general, DVR maps the scalar field constituting the volume
to certain optical properties such as color and opacity, and integrates them along viewing
rays cast into the volume. The corresponding integral is known as the volume rendering
integral. For real-time volume rendering, the emission-absorption optical model is usually
used, in which a volume is viewed as being comprised of particles at a certain density that
are only able to emit and absorb light. In this case, the scalar data constituting the volume denotes the density of these particles. Mapping density values to optical properties is
achieved through a transfer function [67, 104], which determines how different structures
embedded in the volume appear in the final image. That is, transfer functions perform two
tasks of identifying different objects via classification [85], and subsequently assigning
optical properties to these objects.
Transfer functions for classification and mapping of volume densities to optical properties are an extremely important part of DVR. Objects in a volume are usually identified using a pure opacity transfer function with additional optical properties specified separately.
However, the most common type of transfer function is simply a 1D lookup table in the
domain of volume densities that stores RGBA values for colors and opacities. Separable
multi-dimensional transfer functions have also been in use for a long time, incorporating
gradient magnitude as the second dimension in addition to volume density [82]. Recently,
more general multi-dimensional transfer functions [67] have become a very important tool
for distinguishing different objects contained in a volume. They can be used in interactive
volume rendering on graphics hardware [70]. Transfer functions in the domain of principal
curvature magnitudes have also proven to be very powerful for highlighting and identifying different shape structures [47, 113] and non-photorealistic volume rendering [68].
Pre-integrated volume rendering [27] substitutes a 1D transfer function lookup table by a
2D pre-integrated table, and decouples the frequencies contained in the scalar volume from
the frequencies in the transfer function. It thus allows to achieve high-quality results even
with low sampling rates.
Illumination and shading refer to well-known techniques in conventional computer
graphics to greatly enhance the appearance of a geometric model that is being rendered.
Shading tries to model effects like shadows, light scattering, and absorption that occur in
the real world when light falls on an object. Traditional local illumination models for surface lighting can be easily adapted to volumetric representations. Local illumination models use the notion of a normal vector, which describes the local orientation of a surface.
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Such an illumination model calculates the reflection of light as a function of this normal,
the viewing direction, the angle of incidence, and a couple of material properties. Almost
any surface illumination model can be used in DVR by substituting the surface normal by
the normalized gradient vector of the volume.

Figure 1.2: Direct volume rendering of a human abdomen data set with a semi-transparent
transfer function.
DVR can provide high-quality endoscopic views for virtual endoscopy applications.
Algorithms for DVR generally fall into two categories: image-order algorithms (for example, ray-casting [83]) and object-order algorithms (for example, splatting [133] or shearwarp [76]). The ray-casting algorithm can produce high quality images, and can achieve
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an interactive rendering speed using graphics hardware. Unfortunately, a major drawback
of current consumer graphics hardware is the limited amount of on-board memory, which
imposes limits on the size of volumetric data sets that we can render at adequate update
rates.
VC fly-through navigation requires the mimicked endoscopic view to be rendered in
real-time. However, the typical size of a contemporary clinical 16bit CT data set is about
512 MB. It is still a challenge to render such a large volumetric data set in real-time at
a high resolution, even with the help of the contemporary graphics hardware. Real-time
rendering of large data sets equal to or larger than 512 MB using the image-order algorithm
is currently infeasible unless super-computers [71, 101] or PC clusters [95, 118] are used.
Parker et al. [101] have shown that it is feasible to perform interactive iso-surface rendering
of the full resolution Visible Woman data set with brute-force ray tracing on an SGI Reality
Monster. They achieved up to 20 fps when utilizing 128 processors. Kniss et al. [71]
have presented a hybrid volume renderer, which can render a full resolution time-varying
data set, such as the Raleigh-Taylor fluid flow data set, at nearly 5 fps on a 128-CPU, 16pipe SGI Origin 2000 with IR-2 graphics hardware. Muraki et al. [95] have proposed a
scalable PC cluster system designed specially for simultaneous volumetric computation and
visualization, using compositing hardware devices and the latest PC graphics accelerators.
Strengert et al. [118] have described a system for the texture-based direct volume rendering
of large data sets on a PC cluster equipped with GPUs. Hierarchical wavelet compression is
applied to increase the effective size of volumes that can be handled. However, these large
scale solutions do not fit in the needs and capacities in an ordinary medical environment.
Various approaches have been developed to deal with large data sets on PCs. The volume is usually subdivided into blocks, which are usually organized using an octree structure
[79]. Data compression is another natural approach to deal with large data sets. Guthe et al.
[41, 42] have presented a method for rendering large data sets at interactive frame rates on
standard PC hardware. The volumetric data set is converted into a compressed hierarchical
wavelet representation in a preprocessing step. During rendering, the wavelet representation is decompressed on-the-fly and rendered using texture mapping hardware. The level
of detail used for rendering is adapted to the local frequency spectrum of the data set and
its position relative to the viewer. However, the wavelet compression method degrades the
performance and quality of the rendering results. Hong et al. [52] have proposed a feature preserved volume simplification method, which produces results visually similar to
the original data set.
Ghosh et al. [34] have utilized a multi-board scheme for rendering large volumetric data
sets interactively. They implemented an image-partitioned rendering method by loading
the entire volume on all available boards, but restricting the range of the image and depth
buffers to be filled by each board. They achieved 24 FPS for rendering the Visible Male
on one PC with four VolumePro 1000 boards [103]. The limitation of this method is that
the size of the volumetric data set that can be rendered is limited by the memory size of the
single board.
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1.3 Contributions
We contribute to the visualization and CAD research by presenting a novel pipeline for
CAD of colonic polyps which integrates texture and shape analysis with volume rendering and conformal colon flattening. Using our automatic method, the 3D polyp detection
problem is converted into a 2D pattern recognition problem. By conformal virtual colon
flattening the entire inner surface of the colon is displayed as a single 2D image, which is
efficient for polyp detection. The final detection results are stored in the 2D image, which
can be easily incorporated into any VC system to highlight the polyp locations. Our VC
system uses a novel GPU-based volumetric ray-casting algorithm to generate the VC endoscopic view, which is designed to fulfill the requirements of virtual endoscopy applications.
In summary, our contributions include:
• Utilizing a simulation method to estimate the percentage of the colon surface missed
in the OC and VC examinations. Our simulation study reveals that the standard OC
and VC examinations lack adequate visualization of the entire colon surface.
• Utilizing a statistical method for colon segmentation to handle the partial volume effect. The entire colon can be automatically segmented and cleansed. The topological
noise is removed by a 3D region growing algorithm based on the concept of simple
point, allowing a topologically simple colon surface to be extracted.
• Presenting a GPU-based object-order ray-casting algorithm for the rendering of large
volumetric data sets on commodity computers. We also exploit the cooperation and
trade-off between the GPU and the CPU to obtain further acceleration. The perspective endoscopic view for virtual endoscopy applications can be rendered in real-time
at a very high resolution. The efficiency of our algorithm is demonstrated using contemporary clinical 16bit CT data sets and the Visible Human data sets.
• Proposing a general method for conformal surface flattening by computing the conformal structure of the surface based on the Riemann surface theory. The global
distortion from the 3D surface to the parametric rectangle is minimized, which is
measured by the harmonic energy. It is angle preserving, so the shape of colonic
polyps is preserved on the flattened colon image.
• Integrating texture and shape analysis with volume rendering and conformal colon
flattening for CAD of colonic polyps. Our system is 100% sensitive to polyps with a
very low FP rate. The detection results can be used to highlight the polyp locations
in the VC system, helping physicians detect polyps faster and with higher accuracy.
In summary, we provide a GPU-based ray-casting algorithm to support real-time virtual endoscopy applications using large volumetric data sets. We propose a conformal
colon flattening algorithm to display the entire 3D colon surface as a single 2D image. We
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present a novel pipeline for computer-aided colonic polyp detection. We integrate conformal colon flattening and CAD results with our VC system to improve the performance
and efficiency of VC. We demonstrate that computer-aided diagnosis in combination with
virtual endoscopy is a promising alternative to the conventional endoscopy.

1.4 Outline
The dissertation is organized as follows. The percentage of the covered colon surface
during a routine optical colonoscopy is investigated by a simulation method in Chapter 2
[57]. Chapter 3 introduces segmentation and digital cleansing algorithms to handle the
partial volume effect and topological noise [54, 56]. In Chapter 4, we discuss the theory
and algorithm to flatten the 3D colon surface with conformal mapping and minimizing the
global distortion [50, 51]. Chapter 5 describes how to accelerate volume rendering for
virtual endoscopy applications using very large volumetric data sets [53, 55]. Furthermore,
the pipeline of our computer-aided detection for colonic polyps using conformal colon
flattening and volume rendering is presented in Chapter 6 [54, 56]. Finally, concluding
remarks are drawn and ongoing research work is summarized in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Colonoscopy Simulation
2.1 Introduction
OC is widely accepted as the gold standard for colonic polyp screening, which requires
adequate visualization of the entire colonic surface. It frequently happens that sizable areas
behind haustral folds are not inspected, although physicians sometimes depress the haustral
fold to look behind. Moreover, the hepatic and splenic flexures and other sharp bends are
blind spots. Recently, prospective back-to-back or ”tandem” colonoscopy studies have
reported miss rates for 10 mm adenomas ranging from 0% to 6% [111]. VC has proven
to be a useful tool for colonic polyp screening. Researchers at Stanford have shown that
if all surfaces of the colon lumen have been seen, 3D endoscopic navigation has a higher
sensitivity of polyp detection than viewing only 2D axial images [10, 105]. However, VC
shares the same problem with OC examination. In the VC examination, the radiologist
needs to navigate in both antegrade (from rectum to cecum) and retrograde (from cecum to
rectum) directions to improve the degree of surface coverage of the inspection. However,
the regions behind haustral folds and around sharp bends still may be missed, unless the
physician specifically moves the virtual camera to obtain better views of the mucosa.
In this chapter, we investigate the colon surface visibility coverage using a simulation
method to estimate the percentage of the colon surface is missed in the OC and VC examinations. Previously Mori et al. [92] have presented a method using different colors to mark
the regions that had been observed versus the unobserved regions during a VC endoscopic
examination. This method worked for both surface rendering and volume rendering. Mori
et al. have presented two reasons why a given area could be considered unobserved. First,
the region does not ever appear on the display, which was termed as a physical factor, and
second, it was unobserved due to human error or carelessness, which was termed as a psychological factor. They did not consider performing difficult eye-tracking when calculating
visualized surfaces. Kreeger et al. [73] have developed a technique that also marks visualized surfaces during volume rendering endoscopic navigation. The unobserved areas are
automatically detected and sorted for quick examination. However, they simulated the OC
using a pinhole camera model, while a colonoscope uses a fisheye lens. In this dissertation,
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we focus on using a fisheye camera model to simulate the OC examination and comparing
the simulation results with the VC examination. We also consider that in OC the camera is
not on the colon centerline but rather a hugging corner path. However, we do not consider
the psychological factors and the eye tracking problem.

2.2 Fisheye Camera Calibration
Before we simulate the OC, we first need to calibrate the colonoscope. The colonoscope
has a fisheye lens. In the computer graphics and computer vision communities, lenses are
simplified as the pinhole (linear) model. It depicts the relationship between 3D points and
their 2D projections. The perspective projection of a pinhole camera can be described by
the following formula:
r = f tan(θ)
(2.1)
where θ is the angle between the optical axis and the incoming ray, r is the distance
between the image point and the principal point, and f is the focal length.
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Figure 2.1: Fisheye camera model.
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However, the pinhole model is insufficient in the presence of various distortions. Basically, a camera lens could have several types of distortions, including radial distortions
and tangential distortions. In most cases, the most salient problem comes from the radial
distortion (i.e., the displacement of a pixel is dependent on its distance to the center of the
image). For a colonoscopy, radial distortions become more serious because it is a wideangle lens. To calibrate it, we used the algorithm proposed by Kannala and Brandt [64].
The fisheye camera model is shown in Figure 2.1. Fisheye lenses are usually designed to
obey one of the following models:
• Stereographic projection:
r = 2f tan(θ/2)

(2.2)

r = fθ

(2.3)

r = 2f sin(θ/2)

(2.4)

r = 2f sin(θ)

(2.5)

• Equidistance projection:
• Equisolid angle projection:
• Orthogonal projection:
However, these models could be represented by a generic model using the Taylor series:
r(θ) = k1 θ + k2 θ3 + k3 θ5 + k4 θ7 + . . .

(2.6)

To further simplify the equation, the basic idea is to model the radial displacement
(distortion) about the image center using a polynomial function: r(θ) = k1 θ + k2 θ3 . This
approximately captures the possible radial distortions of the colonoscope.
First, we need to understand the imaging (projection) process from a 3D point to its
2D projection. During this projection process, we first transform the camera coordinates
of the point into the image pixel coordinates. Then, the normalized image coordinates are
computed as:

x = r(θ) cos(ϕ)
(2.7)
y = r(θ) sin(ϕ)
where (θ, ϕ) is the polar representation for the 2D projection (x, y). In the end, we
apply an affine transformation to compute the actual pixel location:

u = mu x + u0
(2.8)
v = mv y + v0
where (u0 , v0 ) is the principal point (image center) , mu and mv give the number of
pixels per unit distance in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The goal of
calibration is to estimate the exact value of the six parameters: (k1 , k2 , mu , mv , u0 , v0 ).
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We have used a planar board with a specific target pattern to collect the data for calibration. Here, each black dot represents one 3D point. Since the points are arranged in
a specific way, we know their 3D locations up to an unknown Euclidean transformation.
Then, in the image space, we have clusters of pixels representing the projection of these 3D
points. The projection center in sub-pixel accuracy is computed as the center of each cluster. Figure 2.2 depicts a single frame of our specific target pattern captured by the fisheye
endoscope.

Figure 2.2: A frame of the calibration pattern captured by the colonoscope.
Then, a four-step procedure is conducted for the calibration using M feature points
obtained in N views. Here internal parameters are the ones intrinsic to the endoscope.
They are not altered by the position and orientation of the camera. And the position and
orientation of the endoscope are referred as the external parameters. The four steps are
described as follows:
1. Initialization of internal parameters;
2. Refinement of internal parameters;
3. Initialization of external parameters;
4. Minimization of projection error.
For the first step, the initial values for k1 and k2 are obtained by fitting to the desired
projection with the nominal focal length and field of view provided by the manufacturer.
The initial values of mu , mv , u0 , and v0 are estimated by fitting a field of view of the
fisheye lens to an ellipse. Because the target pattern is a planar surface, the feature points
under different views are related by a homography matrix, which are used to refine the
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estimation of these internal parameters. In addition, using the homography but with internal
parameters fixed, we could estimate the external parameters. In the end, all parameters are
fed into an energy function, which computes the sum of projection errors. The result is
obtained by minimizing the energy using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

2.3 Optical Colonoscopy Simulation
We employ virtual models of the colon obtained by VC CT scans in order to simulate
the OC examination. Before the simulation, the virtual colon is electronically cleansed and
segmented from the CT scans, and the colon surface is extracted using a dual contouring
method [139] and stored using a triangle mesh. In previous OC simulation methods, cameras are usually placed on the colon centerline, while a real colonoscope tends to hug the
corner, especially at the sharp bends. Moreover, from the layout of the simulated colonoscope distal end (shown in Figure 2.3), it is noted that the center of the fisheye lens cannot
touch the colon surface and is not at the center of the distal end. During the OC examination, endoscopists typically keep the objective lens away from the colon wall. We use the
average between 10 mm and 2.8 mm as the radius of the simulated distal end.

Figure 2.3: Layout of the simulated colonoscope distal end.
We use an efficient distance mapping algorithm [126] to compute the hugging corner
shortest path. It treats the volume as a graph, and every voxel is a node. An edge is
added between every two 26-connected voxels. Then, the hugging corner shortest path
can be computed using the Dijkstra shortest path between the two colon ends (rectum and
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cecum). In order to keep the hugging corner shortest path 6.4 mm away from the colon
wall, we computed the distance from boundary for every voxel using the segmented colon.
Voxels with the distance less than 6.4 mm are not considered in our algorithm to account
for objective lens moving away from the colon wall to simulate the OC examination path,
as shown in Figure 2.4.

Colon Wall

Colon Lumen
Examination Path
6.4mm

Colon Wall

Figure 2.4: The OC examination path hugs the corner at a sharp turn.
After the hugging corner shortest path is obtained, a large number of fisheye cameras
are evenly placed along the path in retrograde direction. At each camera position, the ray
casting algorithm is used to generate the endoscopic view. The ray direction of each pixel
can be determined using the calibrated lens parameters. Since a fisheye camera model
is used in our simulation, Mori et al.’s method to detect unobserved regions cannot be
used in this situation. Instead, a brute-force ray-casting algorithm is used to determine
whether a triangle is observed or not. Because all triangles are very small (triangle area
< 1 mm2 ), we define that a triangle is observed if it is intersected by at least one ray, which
means that it is at least partially displayed on the screen. It is noted that the viewport of the
colonoscope is octagonal, because the shape of the objective lens is an ellipse. Therefore, in
our simulation the image plane is elliptical. Moreover, we do not consider the unobserved
regions caused by psychological factors during fly-through navigation. After all of the
cameras are processed, the unobserved triangles are counted. Consequently, the percentage
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of covered colon surface can be estimated. Surface coverage at this point may serve as an
estimation of readily visualized mucosa at a standard OC examination.

2.4 Virtual Colonoscopy Simulation
The covered colon surface for the VC examination can be computed in a similar way,
using the colon centerline and a pinhole camera model. An advantage of using a pinhole
camera model is that we can use graphics hardware to accelerate the simulation process.
We use OpenGL extension occlusion query to test whether a triangle is observed from a
specified camera position. This extension can return the number of samples that pass the
depth and stencil tests. Thus, for each triangle we can use occlusion query to obtain how
many pixels can be observed at a camera position. At each camera position, the algorithm
is described as follows:
1. We first disable the depth test, and render all triangles. For each triangle, we use
occlusion query to obtain the number (Ntotal ) of pixels that can be observed from
the current camera position. In fact, the observed pixels constitute the triangle on
the image plane. If this number is zero, the triangle is outside the view frustum and
should be clipped, which is unobserved from the current camera position.
2. We then enable the depth test, and render all observed triangles to obtain the depth
buffer.
3. For each observed triangle, we perform occlusion query again to obtain the number
(Nobserved ) of pixels that can be observed in the final image.
(a) If Nobserved is zero, the triangle cannot be observed from the current camera
position.
(b) If Nobserved is equal to Ntotal , the triangle is fully visible.
(c) Otherwise, the triangle is partially visible.
For the VC, the computation is also performed for both antegrade and retrograde directions. It is noted that the field of view for VC is 90 degree which is very different from the
real colonoscope. We use the same depth of field parameters of a real colonoscope for both
OC and VC simulations.

2.5 Results
We used the above approach to calibrate an Olympus colonoscope (Model: CF-Q160L)
with a field of view of 140 degrees using a checker board image. The specification of
the calibrated colonoscope is shown in Table 2.2. The image acquired is about 525 × 440
pixels. The visible region is enclosed by an ellipse, centered at (267.05, 215.01) and with
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the radius along the X/Y direction as 309.08/294.92. The calibration result for the six
parameters is (13.5747, −2.2982, 25.5903, 25.6000, 274.2596, 220.6445). An endoscopic
view for the simulated OC using the six parameters is shown in Figure 2.5 (a), and the
corresponding endoscopic view for VC using perspective projection is shown in Figure 2.5
(b). We can see that more information can be obtained when using a fisheye camera.
Table 2.1: Specification of the calibrated colonoscope.
Field of View
140 degree
Depth of Field
3 to 100 mm
Distal End Outer Diameter
12.8 mm
Minimum Visible Distance
5 mm from distal end
Objective Lens Inner Diameter 3.7 mm
Angulation Range
up/down 180 degree, right/left 160 degree

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.5: (a) The simulated endoscopic view for OC and (b) the corresponding view for
VC.
We used 52 CT data sets from the National Institute of Health (NIH) and 46 CT data
sets from Stony Brook University Hospital (SBUH) to estimate the average colon surface
coverage for both standard OC and VC examinations. The extracted colon triangle meshes
usually consists of about one million triangles. The simulation results are shown in Table
2.2:
Simulated OC covered an average of about 77% of the colon surface, primarily missing the backsides of haustral folds and around sharp bends, which is below the average
estimation of 90% coverage from 12 experienced endoscopists. In Figure 2.6(a), the covered colon surface obtained after retrograde navigation from rectum to cecum is painted in
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Table 2.2: Average percentage covered in simulated OC and VC.
Number of Cameras Average Coverage
1000
76.81
Simulated OC
2000
77.02
1000
76.94
VC in retrograde direction
2000
77.37
1000
91.05
VC in both directions
2000
91.10
green. From this figure, we can clearly see that the hepatic and splenic flexures are blind
spots, and many regions behind haustral folds are uncovered in the simulated OC.
The VC fly-through navigation in retrograde direction covered an average of about
77% of the colon surface. The combined retrograde and antegrade VC fly-though covered
an average of about 91% of the colon surface. From Table 2.2, it is noted that we obtained
similar results when a different number of cameras is used in the simulation. In Figure
2.6(b), the covered colon surface obtained after fly-through navigation in both directions is
painted in green. We can observe that many regions behind haustral folds and around sharp
bends are still missed.
Kreeger et al. [73] proposed a method to automatically detect and sort unobserved
patches to cover all clinically significant areas of the colon surface, fly-through navigation
in antegrade and retrograde directions as well as examining unobserved patches. The colon
surface coverage can be increased to 98% by reviewing the missed regions with an area of
300 mm2 or larger and can potentially go to 100%.
Virtual colon flattening is an efficient visualization technique for colon polyps screening, in which the entire inner surface of the colon is displayed as a single 2D image. However, this method results in severe distortions. Several methods have been developed that
are either area preserving [7] or angle preserving [43, 50]. We have developed an angle
preserving method [50], in which the entire colon surface is mapped to a 2D rectangle. The
flattened colon image can be easily integrated with the VC system to achieve up to 100%
coverage.

2.6 Conclusions
By simulating a wide angle fisheye camera fly-through navigation along the hugging
corner shortest path in the retrograde direction, we evaluate the average colon surface coverage in the standard OC examination. The average colon surface coverage is 77% in our
simulated OC. Considering that the endoscopists can flex the endoscope end and/or depress
the haustral folds to look behind, the real surface coverage of OC may be slightly higher
than our estimation. However, it is still not adequate for colonic polyp detection.
We have also compared the simulated OC to the VC examination. A better result is
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(b)

Figure 2.6: The covered colon surface are painted in green: (a) the simulated OC, and (b)
VC in both directions.
obtained by enabling endoscopic navigation in the VC along the colon centerline in both
antegrade and retrograde directions, which can visualize an average of 91% of the colon
surface. Combined bidirectional antegrade and retrograde 3D navigation, supplemented
by rapid review of missed regions, effectively covers the entire clinically significant colon
surface 100%. Virtual colon flattening is another promising technique to achieve 100%
surface coverage.
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Chapter 3
Segmentation and Digital Cleansing
3.1 Introduction
All current implementations of VC and CAD techniques require a rigorous cleansing
of the colon prior to the virtual examination. With some stool residues and colonic fluids
remaining during the patient image acquisition, the efficiency of VC and CAD will be
lowered dramatically because the residues mimic polyps while the fluids may cover polyps.
Digital cleansing [107] is a relatively new technology that has been under development
to remove remnants of stool and residual fluids from the acquired images. First, the patient
undergos a less-stressful bowel preparation with oral contrast to tag out the colonic materials, so that the residue stool and fluid have an enhanced image density compared with
the colon/polyp tissues [84]. Taking advantage of image segmentation and pattern recognition techniques, a digital cleansing method can identify the tagged colonic materials and
restore a cleansed colon lumen for both VC navigation and CAD analysis. Digital removal
of opacified residual fluid allows 3D evaluation of colonic mucosa that would have otherwise been obscured. With effective electronic cleansing, the entire anterior and posterior
walls can be evaluated on 3D images obtained with patients in both the prone and supine
positions.
In general, there exist two major challenges for digital cleansing. The first is the removal of the interface layer between the air and the tagged colonic materials. Due to the
partial volume effect, this layer covers the density values of colon tissues and so it is impossible to distinguish the voxels of colonic materials in this layer from that of the colon
tissues. Another challenge is the restoration of the CT density values of colon tissues in
the enhanced mucosa layer and the removal of the portion with tagged colonic materials.
Lakare et al. [78] have introduced a ray-based detection technique with utilizes a predefined profile pattern to detect the interfaces. Chen et al. [16] have explored image gradient
information to address the partial volume effect. Zalis et al. [138] have presented a technique of using morphological and linear filters to mitigate the partial volume effect. Cai et
al. [15] have developed a novel method based on the analysis of the soft tissue structures
submerged in tagged fecal material. Their method is designed to preserve the soft tissue
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structures while removing the tagged fecal material. Franaszek et al. [33] have proposed
hybrid a algorithm using modified region growing, fuzzy connectedness and level set segmentation. In this chapter, we present an automatic segmentation and digital cleansing
framework to handle both partial volume effect and topological noise.

3.2 Partial Volume Segmentation
In this section, we presented a statistical method for colon segmentation to handle the
partial volume effect. Instead of labeling each voxel with a unique class type, the percentage of different tissue types are estimated within each voxel [28, 81, 131].
Let the acquired CT image density distribution Y be represented by a column vector
[y1 , y2 , . . . , yN ]T , where yi is the observed density value at voxel i and N is the total number of voxels in the image. Assume that the acquired image yi contains K tissue types
distributed inside the body. Within each voxel i, there possibly are K tissue types, where
each tissue type has contribution to the observed density value yi at that
Let tissue
Pvoxel.
K
type k contribute xik to the observation yi at voxel i, then we have yi = k=1 xik . Assume
the unobservable variable xi k follows a Gaussian distribution with mean µik and variance
2
σik
. Let mi k be the fraction of tissue type
Pkn inside that voxel, called mixture, then we have
2
2
µik = mik µk and σik = mik σk , where k=1 mik = 1 and 0 ≤ mik ≤ 1. Therefore, the
observed image density value at voxel i is expressed as:
yi =

n
X

mik µk + εi

(3.1)

k=1

where εi is Gaussian noise associated with density value yi at voxel i with its mean being
zero. The probability distribution of sampling xi k, given the parameters mik , µi , σ 2 , is
P r(X|M, µ, σ) =

Y
i,k

(xik − mik µk i)
1
p
exp[−
]
2
2mik σk2
2πmik σk

(3.2)

where X = [x1 , x2 , . . . , xN ]T with xi = [xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiK ]T , M = [m1 , m2 , . . . , mN ]T
2 T
with mi = [mi1 , mi2 , . . . , miK ]T , µ = [µ1 , µ2 , . . . , µK ]T , and σ 2 = [σ12 , σ22 , . . . , σK
] .
This is a well-known problem of parameter estimation from incompletely observed data
yi . The well-established expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is used to estimate the
parameters via conditional expectation and maximization in an iterative manner.
When the mixture information within each voxel is estimated, a voxel can be classified
as air, soft tissue, or bone/tagged material if the corresponding mixture is larger than a
threshold, say 95%. If a voxel has two major tissue types, it has partial volume effect, and
it can be classified as the boundary of these two tissue types. In Figure 3.1, we show the
classification result for one CT image, in which air is shown in red, soft tissue is shown
in green, bone and tagged material are shown in blue, and the interface between air and
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tagged material is shown in pink. Our results demonstrated that the partial volume effects
between different types have been precisely detected.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1: (a) An original contrast enhanced CT image, (b) A zoomed-in view of the
marked rectangle in (a), (c) the classification result based on the mixture information, (d)
A zoomed-in view of the marked rectangle in (c).
After classification, we need to segment the colon lumen and identify the interface layer
between air and the tagged fluid based on the mixture information. The voxels in the colon
lumen are classified as air, mixture of air with tissue, mixture of air with tagged materials,
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or mixture of tissue with tagged materials. First, we use a labeling algorithm to extract all
connected components for the whole data set. It is noted that the interface layers between
air and the tagged fluid should be flat, and must be below its neighboring air component
and above its neighboring tagged material component due to gravity. Therefore, we first
identify these interface layers and mark them as colon. Then, the air and fluid components
connected with these interface layers are also marked as colon.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.2: The result of digital cleansing. (a) An original CT image (slice), (b) the corresponding cleansed slice, and (c) a zoomed-in view of the marked rectangle in (b).
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When we obtained the segmentation of the colon lumen, the tagged material within
the colon lumen is cleansed based on Equation 3.3. The idea is that we can subtract the
contribution of tagged material from the observed density value and add some contribution
of air or soft tissue using the mixture information. The equation to remove the tagged
material is expressed as:
ynew = yold − mtag µtag + mair µair

(3.3)

The enhanced mucosa layer can also be restored using a similar equation. After this step,
we obtain a segmentation of the colon and a clean colon lumen. One original CT axial
image (slice) and the corresponding cleansed slice are shown in Figures 3.2(a) and 3.2(b),
respectively, from which we can see that the interface layer has been removed and small
features have been well preserved. A zoomed-in view of the region bounded by the yellow
box in Figure 3.2(b) is shown in Figure 3.2(c).

3.3 Topological Denoising
After segmentation and digital cleansing, the colon surfaces need to be extracted for visualization and our flattening algorithm. The colon surfaces reconstructed from a CT data
set usually have complicated topologies caused by the noise and inaccuracy of the reconstruction methods. In general several spurious handles will be introduced to a surface. This
topological noise complicates our flattening algorithm, and introduces large distortions.

Figure 3.3: A zoom-in view of a colon surface with two handles, shown within the boxes.
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It is challenging to locate these handles and remove them using some special ”topology
surgery”. El-sana and Varshney [25] have proposed a topology controlled simplification
method for polygonal models. Tiny tunnels are identified by rolling a sphere with small
radius over the object. Guskov and Wood [40] have presented a local wave front traversal
algorithm to discover the local topologies of the mesh and identify features such as small
tunnels. The mesh is then cut and sealed along non-separating cuts, reducing the topological complexity of the mesh. These methods are efficient for tiny handle identification.
However, we find that handles are not tiny in our colon data sets as shown in Figure 3.3.
We have proposed two approaches to do topological denoising: surface-based method and
volume-based method.

3.3.1 Surface-based Method
Intuitively, handles can be identified by locating the shortest loop for each homotopy
class. The topology of a closed oriented surface is determined by its number of handles
(genus). Two closed curves are homotopic if they can deform to each other on the surface.
Homotopic equivalence classes form the so-called homotopy group, which has finite generators, that is, homotopy basis. Each handle corresponds to two generators. A handle can
be removed by cutting the handle along one of its generators, and filling the resulting holes
as shown in Figure 3.4.

γ0

γ1−

γ0

γ1+

γ1
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Homotopy basis, and (b) topological surgery.
In order to remove a handle, it is highly desirable to locate the shortest loop. It is
natural to compute the shortest loop using universal covering space. Suppose that M̄ and
M are two surfaces, then (M̄ , π) is said to be a covering space of M if π : M̄ → M
is a surjective continuous map with every p ∈ M having an open neighborhood U such
that every connected component π −1 (U) is mapped homeomorphically onto U by π. If
M̄ is simply connected, then it is said to be a universal covering space of M. A simply
connected region M̃ ⊂ M̄ is called a fundamental domain, if the restriction of π on M̃
is bijective. Intuitively, one can slice M along some curve set (cut graph) to obtain a
topological disk (a fundamental domain), and glue fundamental domains coherently to form
the universal covering space. For any point p ∈ M, its preimages are the discrete set
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p̄2
γ̄2

γ1−
γ2−

γ2+

p̄0

p̄3
γ̄1
p̄1

γ1+
M̃
M̄

Figure 3.5: Topology concepts: Two curves γ1 , γ2 on a surface M form a cut graph. M
is sliced open along the cut graph to become a fundamental domain M̃ , γi is mapped to
γi+ and γi− . By gluing many copies of M̃ such that γi+ is glued with γi−1 , the universal
covering space M̄ can be obtained. π : M̄ → M is the projection map. Any point p on M
has a discrete preimage set π −1 (p) = {p̄0 , p̄1 , p̄2 , · · · }. Any closed curves through p on M
are lifted as curve segments connecting two points in π −1 (p), e.g., γ1 is lifted as γ̄1 , γ2 is
lifted as γ̄2 . The shortest loops on M correspond to the shortest path on M̄ .
π −1 (p) = {p̄0 , p̄1 , p̄2 , p̄3 · · · } ⊂ M̄ . If γ¯k is a curve connecting p̄0 and p̄k in the universal
covering space M̄ , then γk = π(γ̄k ) is a closed loop on M. By going through all end points
p̄k , γk goes through all homotopy classes. In order to find the shortest loop γk , we can find
the shortest path γ̄k in the universal covering space instead. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the
concepts of fundamental domain and universal covering space using a genus one surface.
It illustrates the idea of lifting a loop to a path and converting the shortest loop problem to
the shortest path problem. In computational topology, the algorithms to compute cut graph,
homotopy basis, and fundamental domain have been well developed [21, 29, 38, 80].
However, it has been proven by Erickson and Har-Peled [29] that this problem is NPhard. Erickson and Whittlesey [30] have presented a greedy algorithm to compute the
shortest system of loops in O(nlogn) time. However, each loop may not be the shortest
loop in its homotopy group. Given a system of loops, Colin de Verdière and Lazarus [19]
have proposed a method to compute the shortest simple loop homotopic to a given simple
loop (a loop without self intersection). However, the shortest loop within each homotopy
group may not be simple. In our case, the surfaces extracted from the segmented colon
data sets usually only have a small number of handles as shown in Figure 3.3. In order
to compute the shortest loop, we first simplify the mesh while preserving the topology of
the finest mesh. A finite portion of the universal covering space is constructed using the
coarsest mesh. The shortest loop is computed in the universal covering space and lifted
back to the finest mesh, which approximates the shortest loop on the finest mesh. Our
experiments show that this algorithm is manageable in our case.
The main procedure of our denoising algorithm is described as follows:
1. Compute the cut graph and homotopy basis.
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2. Simplify the cut graph, then slice along the simplified cut graph to form the fundamental domain.
3. Glue finite copies of the fundamental domain coherently to construct a finite portion
of the universal covering space.
4. Compute the shortest loop by finding the shortest path in the universal covering
space.
After the shortest loop is obtained, we slice the mesh along the loop and fill the holes
to remove a handle. This procedure is repeated until all handles are removed.

3.3.2 Volume-based Method
In this section, we discussed our volume-based method using the concept of simple
point. Han et al. [44] have presented a topology preserving level set method, which
achieves topology preservation by applying the simple point concept from digital topology [11]. They conclude that it is only necessary to be concerned with topological changes
when the level set function is changing sign. Therefore, in their method the level set function sign changes are only allowed at a simple point. In this method, a cut is obtained at
each handle of the digital object to preserve topology. However, this method cannot guarantee that the cut of the handle is minimized. Moreover, solving the partial differential
equations in the level set method results in a significant computational burden, especially
when it is applied to volumetric data.
3.3.2.1 Simple Point
In this section, we present a new volume based topological denoising algorithm to remove small handles (that is, topological noise) from the segmented colon. Because we
already have a segmentation of the colon, we incorporate the simple point concept in a region growing based algorithm to extract a topologically simple segmentation of the colon
lumen. A point is simple if its addition to or removal from a digital object does not change
the object topology. In other words, a point is simple if it is adjacent to just one object component and one background component. We show a 2D example with (4, 8) connectivity
in Figure 3.6, in which the red point is a simple point and the yellow point is a non-simple
point. To avoid the connectivity paradox, (6, 18), (18, 6), (6, 26) and (26, 6) are four pairs
of compatible connectivity used in 3D digital topology. In order to guarantee that the extracted colon surface using our topology preserving dual contouring algorithm [139] is a
manifold, 6-connectivity is used for the colon lumen and 18-connectivity is used for the
background. Thus, we use the topological numbers [11] corresponding to the compatible
connectivity pair (6, 18) to determine whether a voxel is simple. The topological number
is equal to the number of connected components within its geodesic neighborhood. Therefore, if both of them are equal to one, the voxel is simple. The following definitions are
from [11].
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of a simple point (red) and a non-simple point (yellow).
Definition 3.1. Let X ⊂ Z 3 and x ∈ Z 3 . The topological numbers relative to the point x
and set X are:
T6 (x, X) = #C6 [N62 (x, X)] and
2
T18 (x, X) = #C18 [N18
(x, X)],
where Cn (X) stands for the set of all n-connected components of X, #Cn (X) stands for
the cardinal of Cn (X), Nnk is the geodesic neighborhood of x inside X of order k and it is
defined recursively by:
Nn1 (x, X) = Nn∗ (x) ∩ X and
∗
Nnk (x, X) = ∪Nn (y) ∩ N26
(x) ∩ X, y ∈ Nnk−1 (x, X),
∗
where Nn (x) is n-neighborhood of x.
3.3.2.2 Region Growing based Algorithm
In order to guarantee that each handle is minimally cut, we use the distance from the
boundary as a weight to control the region growing algorithm. The voxel with a larger
distance from the colon wall has a higher priority in our region growing algorithm. This can
be implemented efficiently using a priority queue. In our region growing algorithm, only
the simple point is removed from the priority queue and marked as colon. Because a nonsimple point may become simple when some points are added to the object, we decrease
its priority by a small value δ (δ = 0.1 in our current implementation) and insert it into the
priority queue again if its priority is larger than a predefined threshold Tth (Tth = 0.8 in our
current implementation). Thus, we first compute an unsigned exact distance field using the
segmented colon data obtained from the previous step. After that, we compute the skeleton
(that is, centerline) of the colon using the unsigned distance field, which is then used as the
initial seeds set for region growing. Our topology preserving region growing algorithm is
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described as follows:
1. Mark the voxels of the input skeleton as colon.
2. For each voxel of the skeleton, put its six neighboring voxels into a priority queue Q.
3. While Q is not empty do
(a) Let v be the top voxel in Q.
(b) If v is a simple point, mark v as colon and put its six neighboring voxels into Q.
(c) The priority of v is decreased by δ.
(d) If the priority of v is greater than Tth , it is inserted into Q again.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3.7: A close up view of the colon surface (a) extracted without topological denoising, and (b) extracted with topological denoising.
After applying this algorithm, non-simple points are removed from the segmented
colon. Thus, all handles are removed. Then, we use our enhanced dual contour method
[139, 140] to extract a simplified smooth colon surface while preserving the topology of
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the finest resolution colon surface. A close up view of the colon surface extracted without
our topological denoising algorithm is shown in Figure 3.7(a). Figure 3.7(b) shows the
surface with topological denoising, and we can see that the two handles on the right hand
side of Figure 3.7(a) are removed by our topological denoising algorithm.

3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented a segmentation and digital cleansing framework
to handle partial volume effect and topological noise. Our algorithm automatically located and segmented all tagged material within the colon lumen. The performance of our
method was demonstrated by visual judgment of the 2D slice show and 3D views. From
the segmented colon data, the colon surface mesh with genus zero is extracted using a dualcontouring method. The colon surface mesh is used as the input of our flattening algorithm,
which will be described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Conformal Virtual Colon Flattening
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2, we have shown that many regions behind haustral folds and around sharp
bends are still missed even after fly-through navigation has been performed in both antegrade and retrograde directions. Polyps behind haustral folds or around sharp bends may
be missed in the standard VC examinations. Colon flattening is an efficient visualization
technique for polyp detection, in which the entire inner surface of the colon is displayed as
a single 2D image. In this chapter, a conformal colon flattening method will be presented,
by which the shape of polyps is preserved in the flattened colon image.
If two surfaces do not have the same Gaussian curvature, there does not exist a mapping
which is length, area, and angle preserving at the same time. Therefore, all of the colon
flattening methods introduce some kind of distortion. Several methods have been developed that are either area preserving [7] or angle preserving [43, 50]. We are specifically
interested in an angle preserving method, because physicians identify polyps mainly based
on the shape information.
Haker et al. [43] have proposed a method based on the discretization of the LaplaceBeltrami operator to flatten the colon surface onto the plane in a manner which preserves
angles. The flattened colon surface is then colored according to its mean curvature. A
morphological method is used to remove minute handles resulting from the segmentation
algorithm, because their algorithm requires the input surface to be a topologically openended cylinder. However, the color-coded mean curvature of the extracted surface is not
efficient for polyp identification, and it requires a highly accurate and smooth surface mesh
to achieve a good mean-curvature calculation.
We propose a novel method for colon flattening by computing the conformal structure
of the colon surface, represented as a set of holomorphic 1-form basis. The conformal
mapping can be obtained by integration. Our method has the following advantages:
1. The algorithm is rigorous and theoretically solid, which is based on the Riemann
surface theory and differential geometry;
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2. It is general, so it can handle high genus surfaces;
3. The global distortion from the colon surface to the parametric rectangle is minimized,
which is measured by harmonic energy;
4. It is angle preserving, so the shape of colonic polyps is preserved;
5. The topology noise is automatically removed by our shortest loop algorithm.
Combined with the direct volume rendering method, the flattened 2D colon image provides an efficient way to enhance VC systems.

4.2 Conformal Flattening
In our method, the colon surface is conformally mapped to a planar rectangle. Conformal maps are extremely valuable for medical applications because of their special properties as follows:
• Conformal maps are angle preserving (local shape preserving). Because analytic
functions are angle preserving, therefore by definition, conformal maps preserve angles. The shape of polyps is preserved in the flattened colon image. Physicians can
still identify polyps from the flattened colon image based on the shape information.
• Conformal maps minimize elastic energy (harmonic energy). One can treat colon
surface as a rubber surface, and the mapping to another surface will introduce stretching distortion and generate the elastic energy. It has been proven [62] that conformal
maps minimize the harmonic energy. It is highly desirable in practice to find the
best match between the colon surfaces and the 2D rectangle which minimizes the
distortion.
• Conformal maps are intrinsic. Conformal maps are determined by the metric, not
the embedding. For example, one can change a surface by rotation, translation, folding, bending without stretching, the conformal parameterization is invariant. This is
valuable for surface registration purpose.
• Conformal maps are stable and easy to compute. Computing conformal maps is
equivalent to solve an elliptic geometric PDE [115], which is stable and insensitive
to the noise and the resolution of the data. If two surfaces are similar to each other,
then the corresponding conformal maps are similar too.
• Conformal parameterization simplifies geometric processing from 3D to 2D. By parameterizing a surface, we map it to the planar domain with local shape preservation,
and it is easier to process in the planar domain than in the 3D domain. Some of the
3D geometric features are carried over by the mapping with high fidelity.
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In the following sections, we first briefly introduce the major concepts and theorems
used in our colon flattening algorithms. Thorough discussion can be found in the Riemann
surface theory [62]. Then, the detail of the flattening algorithm will be presented.

4.2.1 Riemann Surface Theory

Uα

Uβ

φα

φβ
φα (Uα )

φαβ = φβ ◦ φ−1
α

φβ (Uβ )

Figure 4.1: Riemann Surface: The manifold is covered by a set of charts (Uα , φα ), where
φα : Uα → R2 . If two charts (Uα , φα ) and (Uβ , φβ ) overlap, the transition function φαβ :
R2 → R2 is defined as φαβ = φβ ◦ φ−1
α . If all transition functions are analytic, then the
manifold is a Riemann surface. The atlas {(Uα , φα )} is a conformal structure.
A manifold can be treated as a set of open sets in R2 glued coherently.
Definition 4.1. A 2-dimensional manifold is a connected Hausdorff space M for which
every point has a neighborhood U that is homeomorphic to an open set V of R2 . Such a
homeomorphism φ : U → V is called a coordinate chart. An atlas is a family of charts
{(Uα , φα )}, where Uα constitutes an open covering of M.
Definition 4.2 (Analytic Function). A complex function f : C → C, (x, y) → (u, v) is
analytic (holomorphic), if it satisfies the following Riemann-Cauchy equation
∂u
∂v ∂u
∂v
=
,
=− .
∂x
∂y ∂y
∂x
A conformal atlas is an atlas with special transition functions.
Definition 4.3 (Riemann Surface). Suppose M is a 2-dimensional manifold with an atlas
{(Uα , φα )}. If all chart transition functions
\
\
φαβ := φβ ◦ φ−1
:
φ
(U
U
)
→
φ
(U
Uβ )
α
α
β
β
α
α
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are analytic, then the atlas is called a conformal atlas, and M is called a Riemann surface.
Two conformal atlases are compatible if their union is still a conformal atlas. All the
compatible conformal atlases form an conformal structure of the manifold as shown in
Figure 4.1. All oriented 2-dimensional manifolds with Riemannian metrics are Riemann
surfaces and have conformal structures [62], such that on each chart (Uα , φα ) with local
parameter (u, v), the metric can be represented as ds2 = λ(u, v)(du2 + dv 2 ).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Holomorphic 1-form examples for (a) genus zero surface and (b) genus two
surface.

4.2.1.1 Holomorphic 1-form
In order to flatten the surface, we need special differential forms defined on the conformal structure.
Definition 4.4 (Holomorphic 1-form). Given a Riemann surface M with a conformal structure A, a holomorphic 1-form ω is a complex differential form, such that on each local chart
(U, φ) ∈ A,
ω = f (z)dz,
where f (z) is an analytic function, z = u + iv is the local parameter in the complex form.
The holomorphic 1-forms of closed genus g surface form a g complex dimensional
linear space, denoted as Ω(M). It is noted that a genus zero surface has no holomorphic
1-forms. A conformal atlas can be constructed by using a basis of Ω(M). Considering
its geometric intuition, a holomorphic 1-form can be visualized as two vector fields ω =
(ωx , ωy ), such that the curls of ωx and ωy equal zero. Furthermore, one can rotate ωx about
the normal a right angle to arrive at ωy ,
∇ × ωx = 0, ∇ × ωy = 0, ωy = n × ωx .
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4.2.1.2 Conformal Parameterization
Suppose {ω1 , ω2 , · · · , ωg } is a basis for Ω(M), where g is genus of M. We can find a
collection of open disks Uα ⊂ M, such that Uα form an open covering of M, M ⊂ ∪Uα .
We define φkα : Uα → C using the following formula, first we fix a base point p ∈ Uα , for
any point q ∈ Uα ,
Z
φkα (q) =

ωk ,

γ

where the path γ : [0, 1] → Uα is arbitrary curve connecting p and q and inside Uα , γ ⊂
Uα , γ(0) = p, γ(1) = q. It can be verified that, we can select a φkα , k = 1, 2, · · · , g, such
that φkα is a bijection, we simply denote it as φα . Then, the atlas {(Uα , φkα )} is a conformal
atlas.
For a genus one closed surface M, given a holomorphic 1-form ω ∈ Ω(M), we can find
two special curves Γ = γ1 ∪ γ2 , Rsuch that M̃ = M/Γ is a topological disk. Furthermore,
on each open set Uα , if the curve γ1 ω is a horizontal line in the parameter plane, then γ1 is
R
a horizontal trajectory. In the current work, we choose γ2 such that γ2 ω is a vertical line
in the parameter plane, namely, γ2 is a vertical trajectory. Γ is called a cut graph.
Then, by integrating ω on M̃, M̃ is conformally mapped to a parallelogram, as shown in
figure 3.5. Figure 4.2 illustrates holomorphic 1-forms on surfaces. The texture coordinates
are obtained by integrating the 1-form on the surface.
4.2.1.3 Conformal Maps
Suppose M1 is a Riemann surface with a conformal atlas {(Uα , φα )}, and M2 is another
Riemann surface with conformal atlas {(Vβ , τβ )}.
Definition 4.5 (Conformal Map). A map f : M1 → M2 is a conformal map, if its restriction
on any local charts (Uα , φα ) and (Vβ , τβ ),
fαβ := τβ ◦ f ◦ φ−1
α : φα (Uα ) → τβ (Vβ )
is analytic.

4.2.2 Flattening Algorithm
The concepts of Riemann surface and conformal map are defined using continuous
mathematics. Computing conformal parameterization is equivalent to solving an elliptic
partial differential equation on surfaces.
Unfortunately, in reality, all surfaces are represented by discrete piecewise linear
meshes, which are not differentiable in general. Fortunately, the solution to the elliptic
PDE can be approximated accurately by piecewise linear functions using finite element
method [110]. The convergence and accuracy have been thoroughly analyzed in finite element field.
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Therefore, our algorithm is mainly based on the finite element method. The key step
is to use piecewise linear functions defined on edges to approximate differential forms.
Furthermore, the forms minimize the harmonic energy, the existence and the uniqueness
are guaranteed by Hodge theory [115].
4.2.2.1 Double Covering
In our case, after the topological noise removal, the surface is a closed genus zero
surface. Because the genus zero surface has no holomorphic 1-form, a double covering
method is used to construct a genus one surface. Two holes are first punched on the input
surface. Then, a mesh M with two boundaries is obtained. The algorithm to construct a
closed genus one mesh is described as follows:
1. Make a copy of mesh M, denoted as M ′ , such that M ′ has all vertices in M, if
[v0 , v1 , v2 ] is a face in M, then [v1 , v0 , v2 ] is a face of M ′ .
2. Glue M and M ′ along their boundaries, if an halfedge [v0 , v1 ] is on the boundary of
M [v0 , v1 ] ∈ ∂M, then [v1 , v0 ] is on the boundary of M ′ . Glue [v0 , v1 ] with [v1 , v0 ].
The resulting mesh is a closed and symmetric, with two layers coincided. It is noted
that general genus one surface can be conformally mapped to a planar parallelogram, but
not a rectangle. In our case, the genus one surface is obtained by double covering method.
The Riemann metric defined on the double covered surface is symmetric. Each boundary
where we glue two surfaces is mapped to a straight line. Thus, the denoised genus zero
colon surface can be conformally mapped to a rectangle.
4.2.2.2 Computing Harmonic and Holomorphic 1-form
After getting the homology basis {γ1 , γ2, · · · , γ2g }, it is easy to compute the holomorphic 1-form basis.
1. Select γk , compute ωk : K1 → R, form the boundary condition:
X
ωk (e) = δik , ωk (∂f ) = 0, ∀f ∈ K2 ,

(4.1)

e∈γi

where
δik

=



1 :
0 :

i=k
i 6= k

K1 is the edge set of M and K2 is the face set of M.
2. Under above linear constraints, compute ωk minimizing the quadratic energy,
X
E(ωk ) =
ke ωk2 (e),
(4.2)
e∈K1
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using linear constrained least square method, where ke is the weight associated with
each edge. Suppose the angles in the adjacent faces against edge e are α, β, then
ke = 12 (cot α + cot β) [109]. Solving this equation is equivalent to solve RiemannCauchy equation using finite element method.
3. On face [v0 , v1 , v2 ], its normal n is computed first, and a unique vector v in the same
plane of v0 , v1 , v2 is obtained by solving following equations:

 < v1 − v0 , v > = ωk ([v1 , v0 ])
< v2 − v1 , v > = ωk ([v2 , v1 ])
(4.3)

< n, v >
= 0
Rotate v about n a right angle, v ∗ = n × v, then define

ωk∗ ([vi , vj ]) :=< vj − vi , v ∗ > .
The harmonic 1-form basis is represented by {ω1 , ω2 , · · · , ω2g }, and the holomorphic
∗
1-form basis is given by {ω1 + iω1∗ , ω2 + iω2∗ , · · · , ω2g + iω2g
}. Figure 4.3 illustrates holomorphic 1-forms on a colon surface. The checkboard texture coordinates are obtained by
integrating the 1-form on the colon surface. This figure demonstrates that our method is
angle preserving.
4.2.2.3 Conformal Parameterization
Suppose we have selected a holomorphic 1-form ω : K1 → C, then we define a map
φ : M̃ → C by integration. The algorithm to trace the horizontal trajectory and the vertical
trajectory on φ(M̃ ) is as follows:
1. Pick one vertex p ∈ M̃ as the base vertex.
2. For any vertex q ∈ M̃ , find the shortest path γ ∈ D connecting p to q.
3. Map q to the complex plane by
φ(q) =

X

ω(e).

e∈γ

4. Pick a vertex p ∈ M, trace the horizontal line γ on the plane region φ(M̃) through
φ(p). If γ hits the boundary of φ(M̃) at the point φ(q), q must be in the cut graph Γ,
then there are two points q + , q − on the boundary of M̃ , ∂ M̃ . Assume γ hits φ(q + ),
then we continue to trace the horizontal line started from φ(q − ), until we return to
the starting point φ(p). The horizontal trajectory is φ−1 (γ).
5. Trace vertical trajectory similar to step 4.
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Figure 4.3: Holomorphic 1-form example for a colon surface.
6. The new cut graph Γ̃ is the union of the horizontal and vertical trajectories. Cut
the surface along Γ̃ to get M̃ ′ , and compute φ̃. Then, φ̃(M̃ ′ ) is a rectangle, φ̃ is a
conformal map.

C−

B− C +

A−

A+

B+

φ(M̃)
Figure 4.4: Trace horizontal trajectory.
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4.3 Visualization of the Flattened Colon
The result of the flattening algorithm is a triangulated rectangle where the polyps are
also mapped. The rendering of the flattened colon image is crucial for the detection of
polyps. Haker et al. [43] have utilized color-coded mean curvature to visualize the flattened
colon surface. Although it can show the geometry information of the 3D colon surface, it
is still unnatural for the physicians to detect colonic polyps. The shape and texture of the
polyps are good clues for polyp detection. In this section, we describe a direct volume
rendering method to render the flattened colon image. Each pixel of the flattened image
is shaded using a fragment program executed on the GPU, which allows the physician to
move and zoom a viewing window in real-time and to inspect the entire flattened inner
colon surface. The idea of our rendering algorithm is to map each pixel of the flattened
image back to the 3D colon surface, that is, the volume space. The pixel is shaded using
volumetric ray-casting algorithm in the volume space.

Figure 4.5: The colon is divided into segments colored in red and blue.

4.3.1 Camera Registration
In order to perform the ray-casting algorithm, the ray direction needs to be determined
for each vertex of the 3D colon surface first. A number of cameras are uniformly placed on
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the central path of the colon. The ray direction of a vertex is then determined by the nearest
camera to that vertex.
Our camera registration algorithm starts with approximating the central path with a Bspline and re-sampling it into uniform intervals. Each sampling point represents a camera.
Each vertex is then registered with a sampling point on the central path. The registration
procedure is implemented efficiently by first dividing the 3D colon surface and the central
path into N segments. The registration is then performed between the corresponding segments of colon and the central path. The division of the 3D colon is done by classifying
the vertices of the flattened 2D mesh into uniform N segments based on their height. As
a consequence, the vertices of the 3D colon mesh are also divided into N segments, as
shown in Figure 4.5. We then trace N − 1 horizontal lines on the flattened 2D mesh, which
uniformly divide the 2D mesh into N segments. Each traced horizontal line corresponds to
a cross contour on the 3D mesh. In fact, we do not need to really trace the horizontal lines.
For each horizontal line, we only need to compute the intersection points of the horizontal
line and the edges intersecting with it. For each intersection point, the corresponding 3D
vertex of the 3D colon mesh is then interpolated. The centroid of these interpolated 3D
vertices is computed and registered with a sampling point of the central path. Therefore,
the central path is also divided into N segments, and each segment of the 3D colon mesh
corresponds to a segment of the central path. Although the division of the 3D colon surface
and the central path is not uniform as that of the 2D mesh, it does not affect the accuracy
of the camera registration.
For each vertex of a colon surface segment, we find its nearest sampling point in its
corresponding central path segment and the neighboring two segments. This algorithm is
efficient because for each vertex the comparison is performed only with a small number of
sampling points on the central path. For each vertex, we only record the B-spline index of
the sampling points, instead of its 3D coordinates.

4.3.2 Volumetric Ray-Casting
To generate a high-quality image of the flattened colon, only coloring the vertices of the
polygonal mesh and applying linear interpolation is not sufficient. We need to determine
the color for each pixel of the 2D image. This can be performed efficiently using a fragment
program on the GPU. For each vertex of the flattened polygonal mesh, we pass its corresponding 3D coordinates and camera index through texture coordinates to the fragment
program. When the flattened polygonal mesh is rendered, each pixel of the flattened image
will obtain its barycentric interpolated 3D coordinates and camera index. Its 3D position
may not be exactly on the colon surface, but very close to the colon surface. Because we
use a direct volume rendering method to determine the color for the pixel, it does not really
affect the image quality. We use the interpolated camera index to look up its corespondent
sampling point on the central path. Then, the ray direction is determined and volumetric
ray casting algorithm is performed using an opaque transfer function. By this method, we
can determine the color for each pixel on the flattened image to generate a high-quality
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image.
Since our flattened image is colored per-pixel, we can in real-time provide the physician
with a high-quality zoom-in views of a suspicious area on the flattened image. Because
each vertex is registered with a sampling point on the central path, the flattened colon
image can be easily correlated with the VC fly-through navigation. The correlated 3D view
of the suspicious area can be also shown simultaneously.

4.4 Implementation and Results
We have implemented our conformal flattening and rendering algorithms in C/C++.
All of the experiments have been performed on a uni-processor 3.6 GHz Pentium IV PC
running Windows XP, with 2G RAM and NVIDIA Geforce 8800GTX graphics card. 98
colon CT data sets from the National Institute of Health and Stony Brook University have
been used to test our algorithms. All the data sets have a large number of slices, and the
resolution of each slice is 512 × 512. They all exhibit similar results.

4.4.1 Preprocessing
Before our colon flattening algorithm can be applied, we need to perform the following
tasks to extract the colon surface from the CT data set. First, a partial volume segmentation
algorithm [131] is applied, and a binary mask is generated, which labels the voxels belonging to the colon interior and the colon wall. This algorithm ensures a fast and accurate
segmentation and electronic cleansing with the ability to consider the partial volume effect.
Second, the rendering algorithm involves the central path of the colon. The central path
is automatically extracted from the CT data set based on an accurate DFB-distance field
with the exact Euclidian values [126]. The path is then approximated by a B-spline curve.
Finally, given the binary mask and the CT data set, an enhanced dual contouring method
[139] is used to extract the simplified colon surface while preserving the finest resolution
isosurface topology. Since our algorithm can deal with small handles, we do not need to
remove these handles in the preprocessing step. All these algorithms used in the preprocessing step are robust and efficient, and can be done in seconds on the PC platform. We
list the timings of every stage of our flattening algorithm in Table 4.1.
The whole process of our algorithm can be completed in about 13 minutes. Most steps
of our algorithm are done within seconds or minutes. The most time consuming part of
our algorithm is computing the harmonic holomorphic 1-form using the conjugate gradient
method for conformal mapping, which takes about seven minutes. The good news is that
the conjugate gradient method can be accelerated with the GPU [13].

4.4.2 Discussion
During an VC fly-through navigation, the virtual endoscopic view of the physician may
be blocked by haustral folds as shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The regions behind the haustral folds
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Table 4.1: Average timings of every stage of our flattening algorithm.
No. Stage
Timing
1.
Segmentation and Digital Cleansing 3 mins
2.
Centerline Extraction
1 min
3.
Topological Denoising
< 1 min
4.
Colon Surface Extraction
< 1 min
5.
Conformal Mapping
7 mins
6.
Flattened Colon Rendering
500 ms
may be missed even when both antegrade and retrograde navigations are performed. The
corresponding flattened colon of Fig. 4.6(a) is shown in Fig. 4.6(b), which demonstrates
that our conformal colon flattening method is an efficient way to inspect the regions behind
the haustral folds. It is clear that our virtual colon flattening method can provide 100%
colon inner surface coverage for polyp screening.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Colon haustral folds in (a) 3D endoscopic view and (b) corresponding flattened
image.
For a typical 5123 colon data, the resolution of the flattened image generated by our
method is about 400 × 8000. The total rendering time for the whole flattened colon image
is about 500ms. A small part of a flattened colon image is shown in Fig. 4.7(a), which
has a small polyp enclosed by a yellow rectangle. The zoom-in view of this small polyp is
shown in Fig. 4.7(b). Since each pixel is registered with a virtual camera on the centerline,
the corresponding 3D endoscopic view can be generated easily using our method. The 3D
endoscopic view of this small polyp is shown in Fig. 4.7(c). Although the diameter of this
small polyp is only 4mm, it can be directly identified from the flattened colon image without difficulty. In clinical applications, we recommend that the resolution of the flattened
image should be at least four times higher than the one that we used in this paper for physicians to easily identify small polyps. In fact, it is unnecessary to pre-compute the entire
high resolution flattened image. Our rendering algorithm accelerated by the commodity
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.7: (a) A part of flattened colon image, (b) zoom-in view of the polyp enclosed
by a yellow rectangle in (a), and (c) the corresponding 3D endoscopic view of the polyp
enclosed by the yellow rectangle in (a).
graphics hardware provides real-time zoom-in function with high-quality, which allows the
physician to interactively inspect the entire flattened colon at various resolutions.
Another example with three polyps is shown in Fig. 4.8(a). The zoom-in view of a
small polyp enclosed by yellow rectangle is shown in Fig. 4.8(b), and its corresponding 3D
endoscopic view is shown in Fig. 4.8(c). The other two polyps are also shown in 4.8(a) at
location A and B, which demonstrates that virtual colon flattening technique is an efficient
way for polyp screening.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8: (a) A part of flattened colon image, (b) zoom-in view of the polyp enclosed
by a yellow rectangle in (a), and (c) the corresponding 3D endoscopic view of the polyp
enclosed by the yellow rectangle in (a).
Fig. 4.9 shows a comparison of polyps in 3D endoscopic views and zoom-in views
of flattened colon image to demonstrate that our virtual colon flattening method is angle
preserving. The 3D endoscopic views of four different polyps are shown in Fig. 4.9(a)-(c),
and its corresponding zoom-in views on the flattened images are shown in shown in Fig.
4.9(d)-(f). We can see that polyps can be clearly identified by the shapes from the zoom-in
views of flattened colon images as from the conventional endoscopic views. It is worth
to note that the shape of the polyp on the haustral fold is also preserved in our method as
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shown in Fig. 4.9(f).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.9: (a)-(c) are the 3D endoscopic views of four different polyps, and (d)-(f) are the
zoom-in views of corresponding polyps on the flattened colon images.
Fig. 4.10 shows that our method can map the entire colon inner surface to a rectangle, which means that our method guarantees 100% surface visibility coverage for polyp
screening. There is no blind spot on the flattened colon image. This is important for clinical
applications. This data set contains two polyps enclosed by yellow ellipse. The diameter
of the larger polyp is 9mm, and the diameter of the smaller polyp is 4mm.

4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented an efficient colon flattening algorithm using a conformal structure. Our algorithm is general for arbitrarily high genus surfaces, and does not
require the input surface to be a topological cylinder. We have proven that our algorithm
is angle preserving and the global distortion is minimal. The shape of colonic polyps on
the flattened colon image is well preserved, and can be easily identified by physicians. The
flattened colon image is rendered with a direct volume rendering method accelerated with
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commodity graphics hardware. We demonstrate that the conformal colon flattening image
cooperates well with the fly-through VC system, which displays 100% of the endoluminal
surface to the physician. This technique can reduce evaluation time with a more rapid 3D
image assessment than with an antegrade and retrograde 3D endoluminal fly-through. It
may also ultimately improve accuracy by reducing blind spots presented in 3D endoscopic
views and by reducing reader fatigue.
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(c)

Figure 4.10: A flattened image for a whole colon data set is shown in three images. The
bottom of image (a) is the rectum of the colon, and the top of image (c) is the cecum of the
colon. Two polyps are marked using yellow ellipse in (a) and (c).
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Chapter 5
Volumetric Ray-Casting
5.1 Introduction
Virtual endoscopy applications require that the endoscopic view must be interactively
rendered with high quality. In this chapter, we first introduce the idea of the basic raycasting algorithm and its implementation on the GPU. Then, a GPU-based object-order
ray-casting approach for rendering large volumetric data sets on the commodity computers,
which is ideal for virtual endoscopy applications using large data sets. Furthermore, the
cooperation and trade-off between the CPU and the GPU is exploited to obtain further
acceleration.
Ray-casting [83] is a method for direct volume rendering, which can be seen as straightforward numerical evaluation of the volume rendering integral which sums up all optical
effects such as color and opacity along viewing rays. For each pixel in the generated image,
a single ray is cast into the volume. At equispaced intervals along the ray (the sampling
distance), the discrete volume data is resampled, usually using trilinear interpolation as
reconstruction filter. That is, for each resampling location, the scalar values of eight neighboring voxels are weighted according to their distance to the actual location for which a
scalar data value is needed. After resampling, the scalar data values are mapped to optical properties by means of the transfer function, which yields an RGBA value for this
resampling location. The volume rendering integral is approximated via alpha blending in
back-to-front or front-to-back order. The following iterative formulation evaluates volume
rendering integral in front-to-back order by stepping i from 1 to n:
′

′

′

′

′

′

Ci = Ci−1 + (1 − Ai−1 )Ci
Ai = Ai−1 + (1 − Ai−1 )Ai
′

′

(5.1)

where the new color Ci and opacity Ai are calculated from the color Ci and opacity Ai
′
′
at the current location i, and the composited color Ci−1 and opacity Ai−1 from the previous
′
′
location i − 1. The initial condition is C0 = 0 and A0 = 0.
The ray-casting algorithm can be described by the pseudocode in List 5.1. Accordingly,
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Listing 5.1: Pseudocode for ray-casting.
Determine ray e n t r y p o s i t i o n
Compute r a y d i r e c t i o n
While ( r a y p o s i t i o n i n volume )
Do s a m p l i n g a t c u r r e n t p o s i t i o n
C o m p o s i t i n g o f c o l o r and o p a c i t y
Advance p o s i t i o n a l o n g t h e r a y
End w h i l e

ray-casting can be split into the following major components.
• Ray Setup: First, a viewing ray needs to be set up according to given camera parameters and the respective pixel position. This component computes the volume entry
position, which is the first intersection point between the bounding geometry of the
volumetric data set. This component also determines the direction of the ray.
• Traversal Loop: This main component traverses along the ray, evaluating the volume rendering integral. The ray is sampled at discrete positions, and the traversal
loop scans the rays along these positions. Each iteration of the loop consists of the
following subcomponents.
– Sampling: The data set is accessed at the current ray position, which might
involve a reconstruction filter (that is, interpolation). The corresponding color
and opacity are computed by applying the transfer function.
– Compositing: The previously accumulated color and opacity are updated according to the front-to-back compositing equation (Equation 5.1).
– Advance Ray Position: The current ray position is advanced to the next sampling location along the ray.
– Ray Termination: The traversal loop ends when the ray leaves the data set volume. This subcomponent checks whether the current ray position is inside the
volume and it only enters the next iteration of the loop when the ray is still
inside.
Ray-casting exhibits an intrinsic parallelism in the form of completely independent light
rays. This parallelism is compatible with hardware parallelism in GPUs. For example, by
associating the operations for a single ray with a single pixel, the built-in parallelism for
GPU fragment processing is used to achieve efficient ray-casting. In addition, volume data
and other information can be stored in textures and thus accessed with the high internal
bandwidth of a GPU.
Krüger and Westermann [74] have integrated the early ray termination and empty space
skipping into texture based volume rendering on GPU to implement multi-pass volumetric
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ray-casting. They exploit the early z-test provided by ATI graphics card to terminate fragment processing once sufficient opacity has been accumulated, and to skip empty space
in the ray level. This method is only considering general case, that is the camera is put
outside the data set. However, for some applications such as virtual endoscopy, the camera is located within a very large data sets (usually 5123 ). In this case, using the longest
ray to decide the rendering passes is not acceptable, because of the overhead of intermediate rendering pass to enable early-z test. With real dynamic branching and loop support, single-pass ray-casting algorithm can be efficiently implemented on the GPU using
fragment program. Stegmaier et al. [117] have presented a framework for the hardware
accelerated visualization of volumetric data based on a single-pass ray-casting approach.
Their system exhibits very high flexibility and allows for an easy integration of non-trivial
volume rendering techniques. However, if the whole volume data cannot be held in the
GPU memory, the rendering performance of previous GPU ray-casting methods drop dramatically. In the next section, an object-order GPU ray-casting algorithm is described for
the rendering of large data sets.

5.2 Object-Order GPU Ray-Casting
Volumetric data sets used in a variety of virtual endoscopy applications usually contain
many regions that are classified as transparent or empty, for example, the colon lumen.
The object-order approaches are well-suited for skipping empty regions, but usually the
associated filters are too complex to be used for interactive rendering. And the hidden volume removal is also inefficient compared with the ray-casting method. Mora et al. [91]
have proposed a CPU-based object-order ray-casting algorithm to take the advantages of
both image-order and object-order approaches for interactive high-quality volume rendering. However, the cell projection implemented in this method can be efficiently performed
only in orthogonal projection. Grimm et al. [37] have presented a CPU-based volume
ray-casting approach based on image-ordered ray-casting with object-ordered processing.
They introduced a memory efficient acceleration technique for on-the-fly gradient estimation and a memory efficient hybrid removal and skipping technique of transparent regions.
Their method is also limited to orthogonal projection.
In our object-order ray-casting approach, we define a cell as a cubical region which
corresponds to a sub-volume containing N × N × N voxels. A cell is classified as empty, if
all voxels of the cell are invisible based on the transfer function. Otherwise, it is classified
as non-empty. The min-max ocree [134] is used to organize the cells for efficient classification. Each leaf node of the min-max octree contains a cell, as well as the minimum and
maximum density values of the cell. Each interior node only contains the minimum and
maximum density values found in that node’s subtree.
In stead of projecting a reconstruction kernel for each voxel onto the image plane as
in the splatting technique, we project the whole cell onto the image plane. Moreover,
we use a fragment program to perform ray integration for the projected cell on-the-fly, in
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which a volumetric ray-casting algorithm is performed. For each cell, we need to store its
corresponding voxels in a 3D texture. Since the volumetric ray-casting algorithm requires a
neighborhood of voxels for proper interpolations and gradient calculations, the neighboring
voxels of the cell need to be stored in the 3D texture. Thus, for each cell the resolution of
the corresponding 3D texture is (N + 2) × (N + 2) × (N + 2).
In order to obtain correct compositing result, we must first determine the visibility order
of the cells so that the cells can be projected from front to back. Although the cells can be
hierarchically sorted using the min-max octree structure, we devised a more efficient propagation algorithm to sort cells. As a result, the cells are front-to-back sorted and grouped
into layers. The cells within the same layer can be projected simultaneously, which dramatically improves the performance of our cell projection algorithm on the GPU. Our cell
sorting algorithm and cell projection algorithm can take the advantage of the parallelism
between the CPU and the GPU. Thus, when a layer of cells are determined, they can be
projected immediately to trigger fragment programs to be executed on the GPU. The CPU
then can be used to generate the next layer of cells.

System
Memory

AGP
Memory

Video
Memory

Cell 1
Cell 2

Buffer 1

Texture 1
Texture 2

Buffer 20
Cell L

Buffer K

Texture M
DMA

Figure 5.1: The three-layer structure used to store the cell data.
Although a large number of cells are classified as empty cells, which do not need to
be uploaded to the GPU, the 3D textures corresponding to the non-empty cells are still too
large to be fitted in the graphics card memory. We need to transfer some non-empty cells
to the graphics card memory on-the-fly. The OpenGL extension pixel buffer object (PBO)
defines an interface to using buffer objects for pixel data, which dramatically improves the
texture uploading performance. By using this extension, the GPU can asynchronously pull
the data from the AGP memory using DMA (Direct Memory Access). Thus, we use a threelevel structure to store the cell data in the graphics card memory, the AGP memory, and the
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system memory as shown in Figure 5.1. Suppose that we can allocate M 3D textures in the
graphics card memory and N buffers of the same size in the AGP memory, and the first 20
buffers are used as a memory pool for transferring data on-the-fly. We first randomly choose
N non-empty cells and upload them into the graphics card memory. We then copy the other
M-20 non-empty cells into the AGP buffers. The rest of non-empty cells are still resident in
the system memory. For each cell, we use a flag to indicate whether its corresponding data
is resident in the graphics card memory, the AGP memory, or the system memory. Thus,
the size of the data set that can be rendered by our algorithm is limited by the size of the
system memory.
The overview of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 5.2. The min-max octree
construction, classification, and texture loading are performed in the pre-processing step,
which are view independent. Our cell sorting algorithm organizes cells into layers. When
a layer of cells are generated, we first check whether all non-empty cells are resident in the
graphics card memory. If any non-empty cell within the layer is not resident in the graphics
card memory, we need to upload it on-the-fly. Before we can transfer the data, we must
determine which 3D texture object is used to receive the data. In other words, the current
data stored in that 3D texture is replaced by the new data. We use a replacement queue to
hold the cells that are already projected and can be switched out. When a layer of cells are
sent to the GPU, we can not put them into the replacement queue immediately. Because
we do not know whether the corresponding fragment programs executed on the GPU are
finished or not. We use a NVIDIA OpenGL extension NV fence to determine whether the
cell projection of a layer of cells is finished on the GPU. This extension introduces the
concept of a ”fence” to the OpenGL command stream. Once the fence is inserted into the
command stream, it can be queried whether it is finished. After all OpenGL commands for
cell projection of the layer of cells are issued, we insert a fence into the commands. Then,
we query the fence’s state after every layer of cells are projected. If the fence is completed,
the cells before the fence are inserted into the replacement queue, and a new fence is inserted into the OpenGL commands stream again. In case the replacement queue is empty,
we randomly choose a 3D texture whose corresponding cell has not been projected to receive the data. We will discuss the detail of the cell projection algorithm and cell sorting
algorithm in the following sections.

5.2.1 Cell Projection
When the orthogonal projection is used, every cell projection on the image plane is
given by the same hexagon shape per viewing direction. This projection can be computed
once, and then used as a template for all cells, which can be obtained by translation. The
rays intersecting with the cell are then determined by the cell projection efficiently. However, when the perspective projection is applied, the situation becomes more complicated.
The cell projections on the image plane are different, and the pre-computed template can
not be used any more, which make the CPU-based object-order ray-casting algorithm infeasible. The good thing is that the cell projection can be efficiently implemented on the
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View
Independent

Texture Loading

Generating a layer of
cells
Uploading non-resident
cells
No

View
Dependent

Projecting the nonempty cells in the layer

Are all cells
projected?
Yes

Exit
Figure 5.2: The overview of our GPU-based object-order ray-casting algorithm.
recent graphics card even when a perspective projection is used, which makes it possible to
implement an object-order ray-casting algorithm on the GPU.
Our cell projection algorithm is implemented using fragment programs running on the
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Figure 5.3: The pipeline of the cell projection.

GPU. When a cell is rendered, a number of fragments are generated, which are corresponding to the rays intersecting with that cell. For every non-empty cell that has to be projected,
the rendering pipeline is shown in Figure 5.3. The proposed algorithm consists of four
rendering passes for each cell. The modelview matrix and projection matrix remain unchanged for all four rendering passes. Hence, the fragments generated at the same window
position in the four rendering passes correspond to the same ray intersecting with the cell.
OpenGL provides pixel buffers (pbuffer for short) for off-screen rendering. Combined
with the render texture extension, it allows the color buffer of the pbuffer to be used for
both rendering and texturing. Three pbuffers are used as rendering targets for different
render passes in our algorithm. The first pbuffer, the rendering target of the first rendering
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pass, is used to store the exiting points of the rays that intersect with the projected cell. It
is also bounded to a 2D RGB floating point texture, named exiting points texture (EPT),
which is accessed in the third rendering pass to compute the length of each ray segment
and normalized ray direction. The second pbuffer is made up of a depth buffer and a color
buffer, which are the rendering targets of the second and third rendering pass, respectively.
The depth buffer is used to implement early ray termination with the early-z test technique
described in [74]. This optimization happens only if the fragment program is not going
to modify the fragment depth. However, we need to modify the depth values based on
the opacity values. We thereby use a separate rendering pass to modify the depth values.
The color buffer is used to store the result of the ray integration, which is bound to a 2D
RGBA floating point texture, named ray integration texture (RIT) and accessed in the last
rendering pass. The third pbuffer is the rendering target of the last rendering pass, which
is used to accumulate the color values. It is bound to a 2D RGBA floating point texture in
the second rendering pass, which is named color accumulation texture (CAT). Its opacity
values are accessed in the second rendering pass to modify the depth values accordingly
for culling the fragments whose corresponding rays have already saturated their opacity
values. The cell projection algorithm is described as follows:
• Pass 1 (Exiting Points Computation): In the first rendering pass, the exiting points
for the rays intersecting with the projected cell are computed by only rendering the
back faces of the cell. For each vertex of the cell, we assign its texture coordinates
in the corresponding 3D texture space as its primary color. The fragment program
is straightforward, which just passes the fragment’s primary color as output. As a
result, we obtain a texture coordinate for each fragment, which is the coordinate for
the exiting point of the ray in the texture space.
• Pass 2 (Early Ray Termination): The opacity value of the fragment is accessed
through the color accumulation texture (CAT). For any fragment whose opacity value
exceeds 0.99, the depth value is set to one. As a consequence, if the depth test is set
to GREATER, the corresponding fragment in the third rendering pass is discard.
• Pass 3 (Volumetric Ray-Casting): The front faces of the cell are rendered to compute
the entry points for the rays using the same method as Pass 1. In the fragment program, the exiting point is obtained through accessing the exiting point texture (EPT).
The normalized ray direction and length of ray segment are computed in the 3D texture space. The ray is then evenly sampled with a sampling distance 0.5 to perform
ray integration. It is impossible to pre-compute the gradient information and store
them on the GPU for large data sets. Thus, we estimate the gradient on each sampling point on the fly. We use texture lookup to obtain the density at six neighboring
positions, then estimate the gradient using central difference.
• Pass 4 (Color Accumulation): The front faces of the cell are rendered again to generate corresponding fragments. In the fragment program, the color value and opacity
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value of the projected cell are accessed through ray integration texture (RIT), and
returned as color output directly. OpenGL blending is enabled in this rendering pass
for accumulating the color and opacity values.
When all non-empty cells are projected, the color accumulation texture (CAT) holds
the final image. In fact, the rendering Pass 2 is not need to be executed for every layer. In
our implementation, we enable the rendering Pass 2 every other two layers.
Because the rendering context are switched three times during the cell projection, this
may cause a significant loss in performance on current GPUs. In order to decrease the
number of rendering context switching, we need to project more cells in each rendering
pass to improve the performance of the cell projection. Thus, we devise a cell sorting
algorithm, which allows us to project a layer of cells each pass.
For virtual endoscopy applications, the virtual camera is always moved inside the volume, exploring the data set in a fly-through mode. When the camera is located inside the
data set, the sorting algorithm of our object-order ray-casting approach becomes even simpler. The source cell is right the cell where the camera is currently located. Moreover,
we only need to propagate the order information along with the viewing direction of the
camera. The cell projection of the starting cell is implemented a little different from the
of other cells. Only one rendering pass is needed to implement the projection of the starting cell. The rendering target is the third pbuffer used for color accumulation. The back
faces of the starting cells are rendered to trigger the fragment program, which also give
the exiting points of the corresponding rays. The camera position is passed to the fragment
program as an uniform parameter. The ray direction is computed by using the exiting points
and camera position. Then, the ray is evenly sampled to perform ray integration from the
camera position. Our algorithm is efficient for virtual endoscopy applications using large
volumetric data set. Because only a small number cells are used to generate the endoscopic
view.

5.2.2 Cell Sorting
For a given viewing direction vector in the octree coordinate system, the signs of the
coordinates determine the order in which the eight children are visited when parallel projection is used. When perspective projection is used, visibility order of the eight children
can still be determined by the location of the camera to the octree. However, the octree
structure only allows us to project at most four cells in one pass for some viewing directions. We need to project cells as more as possible to decrease the number of rendering
context switching.
The main idea of our algorithm is to divide the cells into layers. We only need to
determine the visibility order of layers. The cells within the same layer can be projected
at the same time. It has been observed that the cells that have the same distance to the
camera can be projected together. However, using the Euclidean distance from the cells to
the camera to perform the cell sorting is inefficient. In order to improve the performance,
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Figure 5.4: Cells with the same Manhattan distance can be projected together. (a) The
camera is located at the corner region, (b) The camera is located at the side region.
we use the Manhattan distance instead of the Euclidean distance. Moreover, we use the
Manhattan distance between a source cell and the other cells to group the cells into layers.
A source cell is determined first for a given view point, which is the closet cell to the
camera. We then use a propagation method to compute the Manhattan distance for the
other cells. The cells that have the same Manhattan distance to the source cell are put into
the same layer. We first describe our cell sorting algorithm in the 2D case, and then extend
it to 3D.
In the 2D case, the whole object can be represented with a square, and the camera can be
set up around the square. We first find the closest cell to the camera based on the camera’s
location with respect to the square. If the camera is located at the corner region as shown
in Figure 5.4(a), the closest cell is the corresponding corner cell shown in grey. Otherwise,
the closest cell is on the edge of the square that is opposite to the camera as shown in Figure
5.4(b). The closest cell can be obtained by shooting a ray perpendicular to the edge. The
intersected cell is the closest cell. If the ray intersects two cells, the two cells are both used
as source cell. In Figure 5.4, we shows the Manhattan distance of each cell. It has been
observed that the cells show a very clear layer structure. It is also noted that each layer
consists of more cells by using the Manhattan distance than using the Euclidean distance.
In fact, we do not need to explicitly compute the Manhattan distance. From the Figure 5.4,
we can see that the source cell is made up of the first layer. And, the second layer consists
of the edge neighboring cells of the source cell. Thus, we can use a propagation method to
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group the cells into layers from the source cell C0 . The propagation algorithm is described
as follows:
1. Let C0 .visited = 1 and put C0 into a list L0 . Set the other cells to be un-visited.
2. For each cell Ci in the list L0
(a) Obtain the four edge neighboring cells Cij (j = 0, 1, 2, and3) of Ci .
Cij .visited is 0, let Cij .visited = 1 and put Cij into the list L1 .

If

3. Project the non-empty cells of L0 . If all non-empty cells are projected, the algorithm
is terminated.
4. Copy L1 to L0 , and goto 2.
By using this sorting algorithm, each layer of the cells have the same Manhattan distance to the source cell. The cells within the same layer does not occlude with each other,
which can be projected at the same time. This algorithm can be easily extended to the 3D
case. In the 3D case, the closest cell still can be find efficiently based on the region where
the camera is located with respect to the volumetric data set. The propagation process is
almost same, except that we need to use the six face neighboring cells for propagation in
the 3D case.

5.2.3 Implementation and Results
In this section, we present some implementation details and testing results. The presented algorithm is implemented using C/C++, and fragment programs are implemented
using Cg [88]. The experiments have been conducted on a 3.0GHz Intel Pentium IV PC,
with 2G RAM and a NVIDIA Quadro FX 3400 graphics card. We list the information of
the data sets used in our experiments in Table 5.1.
The size N of the cell is crucial to our algorithm. A smaller N is efficient for empty
space skipping, but inefficient for the cell projection executed on the GPU. Because using
a smaller N will increase the number of rendering context switching, which decreases the
performance. Furthermore, it also increase the number of texture objects switching because
our cells are stored in separate 3D textures. A smaller N will result in the projection of the
cell covering less pixels on the image plane, which degrade the efficiency of the volumetric
ray casting because of the poor caching. Moreover, for each cell normalized ray direction
and length of the ray segment are needed to be computed for the rays intersecting with that
cell. A larger N can decrease such computation. We choose N = 64 in our implementation
for the purpose of the trade-off between the empty space skipping and the cell projection
on the GPU.
We use the full resolution Visible Human CT data sets to test our algorithm. About a
half of cells are skipped after the classification. Thus, most cells are fitted into the graphics
card memory and the AGP memory. Only a small number of cells are still resident in the
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Table 5.1: The size of the data sets used in our experiments.
Data Set
Dimension
Size
Visible Male
Visible Female
Visible Korean Human Brain

(a) 3.1 fps

512 × 512 × 1887
512 × 512 × 1734
1080 × 1110 × 158

(b) 1.8 fps

0.71GB
0.65GB
0.93GB

(c) 3.5 fps

Figure 5.5: (a) and (b) are rendered using Visible Male data sets with opaque and semitransparent transfer functions, (c) is rendered using Visible Female data sets with an opaque
transfer function.
system memory. We can achieve several frames per second for such large data sets on a
commodity PC. We show some resulting images in Figure 5.5, which are all rendered at
the resolution of 512 × 1024. In Figure 5.5(a), we show the skin of the Visible Male using
an opaque transfer function. In Figure 5.5(b), we show the bone structure and some organs
of the Visible Male using a semi-transparent transfer function. In Figure 5.5(c), the bone
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of the Visible Female is shown by using an opaque transfer function. It is natural that we
achieve higher rendering speed when the opaque transfer functions are applied. Because
more cells are skipped in the object-space and less cells need to be projected.

(a) 1.5 fps

(b) 21.8 fps

(c) 23.1 fps

Figure 5.6: (a) A top view of the full resolution brain data set rendered using our algorithm,
(b) The segmented brain stem rendered in real-time using our algorithm, (c) The segmented
brain ventricle rendered in real-time using our algorithm.
We also use a segmented photographic volumetric data set to demonstrate the efficiency
of our algorithm. Compared with the CT data sets, the volume rendering for photographic
data sets requires an opacity transfer function from the non-linear color space, which is
more complicated than that for the CT data sets. We use the CIE Luv color space to obtain
a perceptually uniform representation of the color volume, and assign an opacity value for
each voxel using the method proposed by Ebert et al. [24]. Thus, each voxel of this data set
contains RGB color, opacity and segmentation information. In order to render segmented
data sets, for each cell we store a list of labels that are used for labeling the voxels in the
cell. When an organ is chosen for rendering, only the cells containing the corresponding
label are loaded into the graphics card memory for projection. These cells usually can
be fitted into the graphics card memory without on-the-fly transferring data, which allows
us to interactively explore the segmented organs. In Figure 5.6, we show some resulting
images rendered from the segmented brain data set with a resolution of 512 × 512. A top
view of the full resolution brain data set is shown in Figure 5.6(a). The segmented brain
stem and ventricle can be rendered in real-time shown in Figure 5.6(b) and 5.6(c), because
all the related cells can be fitted in the graphics card memory.
The size of the contemporary clinical CT data sets is usually 5123 . It is impossible to
pre-compute the gradient information and store them on the GPU. Therefore, the gradient
at each sampling point needs to be estimated using central difference method on-the-fly,
which needs additional six texture lookups and lowers the rendering performance. By
means of object-order GPU ray-casting, it is possible to pre-compute the gradient information and store them on the GPU, because only a small number of cells are utilized to
generate an endoscopic view. Figure 5.7 shows two different endoscopic views inside a
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(b) 21.8 fps

Figure 5.7: (a) A close view of a polyp rendered at 24.3 fps, and (b) A typical endoscopic
view rendered at 21.8 fps.
human colon, rendered with a size of 512 × 512 in real-time.

5.3 Hybrid Volumetric Ray-Casting
The main bottleneck of our GPU-based ray casting algorithm for rendering large volumetric data sets is on-the-fly transferring data from the system memory to the graphics
card memory, although we have already used OpenGL pixel buffer object (PBO) extension to accelerate it. Data transferring stalls the busy OpenGL pipeline, while the CPU
is almost free. Although the CPU-based direct volume rendering algorithm are not suitable to generate high-quality images in real-time due to the lack of the ability of parallel
processing and hardware support for trilinear interpolation and local illumination, many
techniques have been exploited for accelerating volume rendering in software. Knittel [72]
has described an architecture and implementation that makes extensive use of MMX and
streaming SIMD instructions for perspective ray-casting on a PC. Moreover, various precomputed data structures have been proposed in software to rapidly traverse or skip over
the empty voxels that have no contribution to the rendered image, such as octree [77, 83],
K-d tree [119], bounding convex polyhedrons [5], and proximity clouds [17]. The min-max
octree structure [77] allows changing the classification interactively, which have been used
in our object-order GPU ray-casting algorithm to organize volumetric data sets.
Since the CPU is almost free when the GPU is used for data transferring and rendering,
we can move some work from the GPU to the CPU to fully utilize the computation power of
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the CPU. Westermann and Sevenich [132] have proposed to combine the processing power
of the CPU and the GPU to accelerate volumetric ray-casting. They computed the ray entry
points and exit points using texture mapping, and the results are read back from the GPU.
Then, the ray traversal is performed in software. The main drawback of this method is that
on current graphics hardware the performance of read back is poor and the whole pipeline
is stalled. Thus, the CPU and the GPU can not work in parallel in their method.
We devise a method that fully exploits the advantages of both the CPU and the GPU,
making them work in parallel to accelerate the volumetric ray-casting algorithm. The basic
idea of our hybrid volumetric ray-casting method is as follows. We use the GPU to perform
streamed trilinear interpolation, local illumination and compositing, and use the CPU to
perform the ray traversal and maintain an elaborate data structure. For example, the ray
determination and exiting points computation can be done by the CPU. This algorithm can
be seamlessly integrated with our object-order GPU ray-casting algorithm.
In order to take advantage of the parallelism between the CPU and the GPU, the rays
are grouped into small tiles. Each tile of rays corresponds to a square region on the image
plane. The flowchart of our hybrid volumetric ray-casting algorithm is shown in Figure 5.8.
After the tile construction, a ray determination step is executed on the CPU to compute ray
entry points and normalized ray directions. We then apply a multi-pass slab rendering
algorithm on the GPU, in which the CPU is only used to issue some non-block OpenGL
commands. The detail of the ray determination, multi-pass slab rendering, and hole filling
algorithms are described in the following sections.

Tile Construction

Ray Determination

Slab Rendering

Ray Termination

Multi-pass slab
rendering
Z-Cull

No

Are all rays
terminated?
Yes

Hole Filling
Figure 5.8: Flowchart of our hybrid volumetric ray-casting algorithm.
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5.3.1 Ray Determination
In our hybrid volumetric ray-casting algorithm, the ray determination is done by the
CPU. The computation results will be uploaded to the GPU. First, we need to compute the
position of each pixel on the image plane, along with the normalized ray direction. The
main problem is the normalization of the ray direction, which requires more instructions
to compute the reciprocal of the distance between the camera and each pixel position. On
the positive side, the distance between the camera and the image plane as well as the angle
of the field of view are both fixed, the distance between the camera and each pixel on the
image plane is also unchanged for every frame. Thus, we can pre-compute the reciprocal
of distances between the camera and pixels on the image plane, and use them to scale
the ray direction to obtain the normalized ray direction, which only needs three multiply
instructions.
Second, we need to compute the first intersection point of each ray with the object
boundary. By using the min-max octree structure, this computation can be done very efficiently. Instead of computing the first intersection point of each ray with the real object
boundary, we compute the intersection point of each ray with the cell nodes of the min-max
octree first. We use a parameter lmin to control the minimal level of cells that the ray can
reach, which means that when the ray hits a non-empty cell with level equal to lmin , the ray
traversal is stopped. Whether moving these points to the exact object boundary is based on
the workload of the CPU.

5.3.2 Multi-pass Slab Rendering
After the ray determination step, all the ray entry points and normalized ray directions
are computed and stored in two 2D floating point textures. After these two textures are
uploaded to the GPU, we can perform ray integration using the GPU. However, at this
stage we do not know how far each ray of the tile will travel before being terminated or
leaving the volume. Our simple and efficient solution is using the GPU to perform multipass slab rendering, and simultaneously using the CPU to decide when the multi-pass slab
rendering should be terminated on the GPU.
In order to make the multi-pass slab rendering more efficient, the rays within each tile
are further divided into quads. Each ray quad consists of 2 × 2 rays. It has been observed
that if one ray of the four rays are terminated, the other rays are likely terminated in the
following slab rendering pass. Consequently, we treat the ray quad as one basic unit in the
multi-pass slab rendering step.
After the empty space leaping in the ray determination step, some rays may already
leave the volume. For each quad of the tile, we check whether its four rays have already
left the volume or not. If so, the quad is marked as terminated. If only some part of the four
rays leave the volume, the quad is marked as a hole. Otherwise, the quad is marked as nonterminated. If a tile does not contain any terminated quad and hole quad, the tile is called a
full tile. Otherwise, it is called a partial tile. We first employ the multi-pass slab rendering
algorithm to the full tiles until all full tiles become partial tiles. This is done by employing
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slab rendering on the GPU, and in the meantime the ray termination is performed on the
CPU. The ray termination and slab rendering algorithms are same for full tiles and partial
tiles. The only difference is that the Z-cull step is skipped for the full tiles, because we do
not need to modify the depth values to cull the terminated quads for the full tiles in the slab
rendering.
5.3.2.1 Z-Cull
On the current graphics hardware, before a fragment reaches the fragment processor,
the z-cull unit is used to compare the fragment depth with corresponding value that already
exists in the depth buffer. If the fragment depth is greater, the fragment will not be visible,
and the fragment program is not executed by the fragment processor. In our implementation, the depth buffer is initialized with one at the beginning. In the ray termination step, it
will generates two lists containing the terminated quads and hole quads respectively. Because we only need to modify the depth buffer, the three color channels are masked in this
step. For the terminated quad, we render its corresponding quad with depth value zero. As
a result, the depth values corresponding to the terminated rays are all set to zero, and, the
corresponding fragments will be culled before they reach the fragment processors in the
following slab rendering passes. We perform the same for the hole quad using a different
depth value 0.4. Because the hole quads still need to be rendered to trigger fragment programs in the hole filling step. By this technique a quad with depth value smaller than 0.4
can be rendered to trigger hole filling fragment programs for the hole quad in the final step.
After the depth values are modified to enable z-cull, the quads corresponding to the partial
tiles are rendered to trigger the slab rendering fragment program.
5.3.2.2 Slab Rendering
When the fragments pass the z-cull test and reach the fragment processor, our fragment
program is executed on the GPU. In the fragment program, N uniformly sampled points
along the rays of sight are processed. At each sampling point, we perform trilinear interpolation to obtain the density value and gradient, and perform the post-classification to obtain
the color for the sampling point. The gradient is pre-computed for each voxel with central
difference and uploaded to the GPU along with its density values using a 3D RGBA texture, if the gradient information can be held in the graphics card memory. Otherwise, we
need to compute the gradient on-the-fly.
Since we only integrate N sampling points along each ray in one slab rendering pass,
some rays may saturate their opacity values or leave the volume, which should be terminated. While others still need to be processed in the following slab rendering pass. After
we issue the OpenGL commands to render the quads to trigger the fragment programs, we
start to detect which non-terminated quad becomes terminated, and which non-terminated
quad becomes hole quad after the slab rendering on the CPU. The slab rendering fragment
program and ray termination are performed in parallel on the GPU and the CPU respectively.
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5.3.2.3 Ray Termination
In order to accurately determine when a ray should be terminated on the GPU, the
ray also needs to be uniformly sampled on the CPU using the same sampling distance
as that on the GPU. At each sampling point, the density value should also be tri-linearly
interpolated. The opacity value is then queried through the same opacity transfer function
and accumulated along the ray. When the accumulated opacity value exceeds the predefined
threshold, the ray should be terminated on the GPU. It is obvious that the CPU and the GPU
perform some overlapping work in this method, which is inefficient. Moreover performing
the trilinear interpolation on the CPU causes a loss in performance.
We describe here an efficient method to estimate when a ray is terminated on the GPU.
As mentioned in the previous section, each leaf cell of the min-max octree is defined as the
cubical region with voxels on its eight corners. Given a transfer function, it is classified as
opaque, when the density values of its eight voxels are all greater than 0.99.
It is noted that the accumulated opacity value is greater than the source opacity value.
When a ray pass through an opaque cell, the sampling point in this cell has an opacity
value greater than 0.99, so does the accumulated opacity value. Thereby, a ray should be
terminated if it passes through an opacity cell. In this method, the time consuming trilinear interpolation is avoided. The main task of this method is to compute the cells that are
pierced by the ray, which can be efficiently obtained by using a 3D digital differential analyzer (3DDDA) [4]. Given two endpoints of the ray, this algorithm generates a 6-connected
line, which includes all of the cells pierced by the ray.
For each non-terminated quad, we use the proposed method to check whether the quad
contains any ray will be terminated after the corresponding slab rendering pass. If all
four rays of the quad should be terminated after this slab rendering pass, it is marked as
terminated and put into a list that stores the new generated terminated quads. If all four
rays of the quad are not terminated after this slab rendering pass, we keep it unchanged.
Otherwise, the quad is marked as hole and put into a list that stores the new generated hole
quads. The two lists will be used to in the Z-Cull step to modify the corresponding depth
values.
For each partial tile, if the number of the non-terminated quads is less than a predefined
threshold, the whole tile of rays are terminated, and the tile is removed from the partial tile
list. This threshold value can also be used to control the balance between the CPU and the
GPU. We will discuss it in Section 5. If the partial tile list is empty, the multi-pass slab
rendering algorithm is terminated.
For semi-transparent transfer functions, the early ray termination is not as effective as
for opaque transfer functions. Consequently, we do not need to test whether a ray pierces an
opaque cell. Because the volume only contains very few opaque cells or not. We only need
to check whether the ray leaves the volume, which makes the ray termination algorithm
even simpler. To make this checking more efficient, we also compute the length for each
ray in the ray determination step.
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5.3.3 Hole Filling
After the multi-pass slab rendering, the hole quads still need to be processed. For each
non-terminated rays within the hole quads, we first compute the point where the ray leaves
the volume. Then, we employ the space leaping from both ends of the ray based on the
workload of the CPU and the GPU. We will discuss this in detail in the next section. Then,
we store the length of ray segment in a 2D texture and upload it to the GPU.
Before we execute the hole filling fragment programs on the GPU, we need to modify
the depth values of the terminated rays within the hole quads to cull the corresponding
fragments. Then, a bounding box enclosing all hole quads is computed and rendered with
depth value 0.2 to trigger the hole filling fragment programs. The hole filling fragment
program is very similar to the slab rendering fragment program. The only difference is that
the hole filling fragment programs have different travel steps based on the the length of the
corresponding ray segment.

5.3.4 Dynamic Workload Balancing
The workload balance between the CPU and the GPU is crucial to our hybrid algorithm.
The ideal situation is that the programs running on the CPU and the GPU take almost the
same time for rendering one frame. In our method, we use NVIDIA performance toolkit to
access the gpu idle counter to determine if the GPU is underloaded. The gpu idle counter
contains the percentage of time the GPU is idle since the last call. If the gpu idle counter
is greater than zero, the workload of the CPU should be reduced and some work passed to
the GPU. On the other hand, if the GPU is always busy, some work needs to be passed to
the CPU. The basic idea to balance the workload of the CPU and the GPU is controlling
the degree of the empty space skipping on the CPU. The more empty voxels are skipped,
the less work needs to be done by the GPU. On the contrary, the CPU can do less work.
The ways to adjust the workload of the CPU and the GPU are described as follows:
1. The first place that we can control the empty space skipping is the ray traversal in
the min-max octree. If we want to reduce the workload on the CPU, we stop the rays
at a high level partial cell before reaching the object cell, when we compute the first
intersection point.
2. When we compute the first intersection point, we compute the intersection point
between the ray and the cell. The ray does not go inside the cell. If we want to
increase the workload on the CPU, we can let the ray move into the cell and reach
the real object boundary.
3. For each ray, we can also compute the existing point and employ empty space skipping from existing point in the reverse direction. This way increases the workload on
the CPU and efficiently decreases the workload on the GPU.
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4. For a partial tile, if the number of the non-terminated quads is less than a threshold,
the whole tile rays are terminated. A larger threshold can be used if the workload of
the GPU needs to be reduced. A smaller threshold results in the tiles are terminated
quickly on the CPU. Therefore, the workload of the GPU is increased.

5.3.5 Implementation and Results
In this section, we present some implementation details and testing results of our hybrid
volumetric ray-casting. All images shown in this section have a resolution of 512×512. We
use 0.5 as the sampling distance in our implementation, which is good enough to generate
high quality images for all tested data sets. Most of the experiments have been conducted on
a 3.0GHz Intel Pentium IV PC, with 1G RAM and an NVIDIA Quadro FX 3400 graphics
card (PC1). We have also used a 2.4GHz Intel Pentium IV PC, with 1G RAM and an
NVIDIA Geforce 6800 Ultra graphics card (PC2) to demonstrate workload balancing. Both
PCs are running Windows XP operating system.
We use CT engine and CT human foot data sets to demonstrate the proposed hybrid
volumetric ray-casting for general volume rendering on PC1. The image resolutions are
all 512 × 512. The two data sets are rendered both with an opaque transfer function and a
semi-transparent transfer function on both PC1 and PC2. We list the rendering timings in
Table5.2. The CPU on PC1 is faster than that on PC2. Thus, we employ accurate empty
space skipping on PC1 and a coarse empty space skipping on PC2. Because the GPU on
PC2 is faster than that on PC1, we obtain similar performance on both PC1 and PC2. The
performance on PC1 is a little faster than that on PC2, because the PC1 uses PCI Express
which is faster than AGP8 used by PC2, and the CPU on PC1 is also faster than that on
PC2. We can see that when the semi-transparent transfer function is applied on PC1, the
performance is dropped a little, because the early ray termination is not effective at this
situation. While the performance on the PC1 for two cases are nearly same. Because the
3DDDA algorithm is not performed on the CPU when semi-transparent transfer function is
applied.
Table 5.2: Average rendering frame rates per second (fps) for the engine and human foot
data sets.
Data Set
Size
Opaque
Semi-transparent
PC1 PC2 PC1
PC2
Engine
256 × 256 × 128 21.9 17.9 17.8
18.0
Foot
152 × 256 × 220 19.8 14.5 14.3
13.6
Nvidia Geforce 6 series cards support dynamic branching in the fragment program,
which makes it possible to implement one-pass GPU-based volumetric ray-casting algorithm. We use the lego car, lobster and human tooth data sets to compare our hybrid
algorithm with the pure GPU-based algorithm. In Figures 5.10(a) and 5.10(b), we show
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(a) Opaque Engine

(b) Semi-transparent Engine

(c) Opaque Foot

(d) Semi-transparent Foot

Figure 5.9: Volume rendering of the engine (a-b) and foot (c-d) data sets with opaque and
semi-transparent transfer functions.
two semi-transparent lobsters rendered with the two different methods from the same view
point. We can see that we obtain the same image quality, the difference between the two
images can not be observed. For the lego car and human tooth data sets, we only show the
volume rendering images by our hybrid method in Figures 5.11(a) and 5.11(b). The performance of the two algorithms are list in Table 5.3, which show that our hybrid algorithm is
faster than pure GPU-based algorithm, because we also use the power of the CPU to assist
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(b) Lobster (GRC)

Figure 5.10: Volume rendering of a semi-transparent lobster with out hybrid volumetric ray
casting (a) and with a pure GPU ray casting (b).

(c) Lego Car

(d) Human Tooth

Figure 5.11: Volume rendering of the lego car data set with an opaque transfer function (a)
and the human tooth data set with a semi-transparent transfer function (b).
the GPU. The experiments are conducted on the PC1.
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Table 5.3: Average rendering frame rates per second (fps) for car, lobster and tooth data
sets by using our hybrid volumetric ray-casting algorithm (HRC) and pure GPU-based
volumetric ray-casting algorithm (GRC).
Data Set
Size
HRC GRC Speedup
Lego Car
Lobster
Tooth

256 × 256 × 128
152 × 256 × 220
128 × 128 × 256

19.1
28.3
32.8

16.5
20.4
16.9

15.8%
39.1%
94.1%

5.4 Conclusions
We have presented an object-order GPU ray-casting algorithm for rendering large volumetric data sets such as the Visible Human CT data sets and 16bit CT data sets with
pre-computed gradient information. The volume data set is decomposed into small cells,
and organized using a min-max octree structure. The empty cells are skipped immediately
after the classification. The volumetric ray-casting algorithm is performed on the GPU for
each non-empty cell projection, and the resulting integration of the cell are front-to-back
composited to generate the final image. We devised a cell sorting algorithm to allow us
project a layer of cells at the same time, which improves the performance of the fragment
programs on the GPU. While the hybrid volumetric ray-casting algorithm exploits the parallelism between the CPU and the GPU to obtain further acceleration.
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Chapter 6
Computer Aided Polyp Detection
6.1 Introduction
Because of the complex structure of the colon surface, the inspection is prone to errors,
and the physician needs to navigate antegrade (from rectum to cecum) and retrograde (from
cecum to rectum) to improve the coverage and accuracy of the inspection [57]. A complete
inspection by a radiologist conducting 3D VC takes 10-15 minutes [60]. The long interpretation effort of the VC screening procedure suggests a CAD approach. A CAD scheme
that automatically detects the locations of the potential polyp candidates could substantially
reduce the physicians’ interpretation time and improve their diagnostic performance with
higher accuracy. However, the automatic detection of colonic polyps is a very challenging
task because polyps can occur in various sizes and shapes. Moreover, there are numerous
colon folds and residual colonic materials on the colon wall that mimic polyps and could
result in FPs. A CAD scheme should have the ability to identify true polyps and eliminate
the FPs.
In our earlier work [125], we have observed that the internal tissues of polyps have
a slightly higher density and different texture than healthy tissues. These high density
areas are beneath the colon wall and cannot be seen with an optical colonoscopy. However, the internal structure of polyps can be revealed through volume rendering with a
translucent transfer function, called electronic biopsy. Pickhardt [106] has presented that
translucency rendering effectively improves polyp specificity and increases overall diagnostic confidence, especially when barium tagging of residual stool is used to maximize the
full benefit of the technique. By significantly reducing the need for 2D correlation, translucency rendering greatly decreases interpretation time for primary 3D virtual colonoscopy.
The four images of Figures 6.1(e)-(h) are the electronic biopsy images of the four corresponding objects of Figures 6.1(a)-(d). Although polyps and normal tissues may have
similar shapes, it is observed that adenomatous and malignant polyps have a higher density
and different texture beneath the surface. As shown in Figure 6.1, four different objects
including retained stool, a hyperplastic polyp, an adenoma, and a tubulovillous adenoma
have different rendering results for the same transfer function. The retained stool has a
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 6.1: (a)-(d) are the surface rendering of (a) retained stool, (b) a hyperplastic polyp,
(c) an adenoma, and (d) a tubulovillous adenoma. The small square images in (e)-(h) are
the electronic biopsy rendering of the respective objects in (a)-(d), all with the same transfer
function. In the electronic biopsy images, the red color represents the highest densities and
blue represents the lowest densities. Green represents tissues of middle densities. Normal
tissues have low to middle densities.
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uniform high density inside the whole object with sharp boundaries due to the oral agent
tagging. The hyperplastic polyp is benign and does not have any high density voxels. The
adenoma and tubulovillous adenoma are neoplastic with irregular internal structures and
high density voxels gradually change to normal tissues towards the boundary. These observations suggest that polyps can be detected by analyzing the electronic biopsy images of
the whole colon.
In our method, we conformally map the colon surface to a 2D rectangle, which simplifies the polyp detection problem from 3D to 2D. Our polyp detection method is then applied
on high-quality 2D electronic biopsy images generated with a volumetric ray-casting algorithm. Unlike previous shape based methods, in which shape information is computed for
polyp detection in the entire colon, we only compute the shape information at suspicious
regions in order to reduce FPs.

6.2 Our CAD Pipeline
A diagram of our CAD pipeline is shown in Figure 6.2. First, for segmentation and
digital cleansing of the colon, an iterative partial volume segmentation algorithm is applied.
Then, a topologically simple colon surface is extracted for conformal colon flattening. The
electronic biopsy colon image is then generated using a volumetric ray casting algorithm
on the entire flattened colon. After that, our clustering algorithm and reduction of FPs are
performed. All of these processes are performed automatically in our pipeline. The details
of each step are discussed in the following subsections.

6.2.1 Segmentation and Digital Cleansing
The first step in our pipeline aims to segment the colon lumen from the CT scan of
the patient’s abdomen. The day prior to the scan, the patient drinks an oral contrast agent
in order to tag colonic material, making it unnecessary for the colon to be cleaned out
physically. The tagged material is enhanced in the CT scan, allowing it to be identified.
Care must be taken during electronic cleansing to restore CT density values where the
partial-volume effect occurs. A partial volume segmentation algorithm has been proposed
in Chapter 3 to handle partial volume effect. In this algorithm, the interface layer between
the air and the tagged colonic materials is identified and removed digitally. Moreover, the
CT density values of colonic tissues in the enhanced mucosa layer are restored based on
the mixture information. After this step, we obtained a segmentation of the colon and a
clean colon lumen. The segmentation of the colon will be used to compute centerline and
extract colon surface. The clean colon lumen will be used for visualization and automatic
detection of colonic polyps.
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Figure 6.2: Overview of our CAD pipeline.

6.2.2 Colon Surface Extraction
After segmentation and digital cleansing, we need to extract the colon surface for our
conformal virtual colon flattening algorithm. The topological noise makes our flattening
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algorithm complex and introduces distortion. In Chapter 3, we have presented a volumebased method to do topological denosing based on the concept of a simple point. In this
algorithm, non-simple points are removed from the segmented colon. Thus, all handles are
removed automatically. Then, we use our enhanced dual contour method [139] to extract
a simplified smooth colon surface while preserving the topology of the finest resolution
colon surface.

6.2.3 Conformal Virtual Colon Flattening
In the 3D endoscopic view of the virtual colonoscopy, we can only see a small part of
the colon. Moreover, our views are blocked by the colon haustral folds, so many regions
will be invisible in the endoscopic view. The worst scenario is that polyps may be missed
during navigation. Virtual colon flattening is an efficient visualization technique for polyp
detection, in which the entire inner surface of the colon is displayed as a single 2D image. However, if two surfaces do not have the same Gaussian curvature, there does not
exist a mapping which achieves both area and angle preservation. We have presented our
conformal virtual colon flattening algorithm to achieve angle preserving in Chapter 4.
Instead of directly computing the conformal map between the 3D colon surface and
a 2D rectangle, we compute its gradient field first. Mathematically, this gradient field is
called holomorphic 1-form. Then, the conformal mapping can be obtained by integration.
Each gradient field of a conformal map is a pair of tangential vector fields with special
properties, such that the curl and Laplace are zero everywhere. All such vector fields form
a linear space. We construct a basis of this linear space by solving a linear system derived
from these properties. The global distortion from the colon surface to the parametric rectangle is minimized, which is measured by harmonic energy. The details of our flattening
algorithm can be found in Chapter 4.
As postulated in previous CAD papers [136, 137], the colonic polyps usually have an
elliptic curvature of the peak subtype, that is, the shape at the top section of a regular polyp
(toward the colon wall) is more likely to be a spherical cap. Because of the angle preservation of our colon flattening algorithm, the elliptic shape of a colonic polyp is preserved
in the flattened image. It is noted that our conformal colon flattening has area distortion,
yet minimizes the global distortion. Consequently, polyps cannot be directly measured on
the 2D flattened colon image. Since we maintain a one-to-one mapping between the 3D
vertices and 2D vertices of the colon mesh, polyps can still be measured in 3D. Geometric
features and texture features [45] can also be computed in 3D and mapped to 2D. This
conformal mapping simplifies our polyp detection problem from 3D to 2D.

6.2.4 2D Electronic Biopsy Image Generation
The electronic biopsy technique uses a volume rendering algorithm to present the information inside the colon wall on a 2D image, the biopsy image. Each voxel is assigned
a specific color and opaque values according to its CT intensity. Then, the 3D volume is
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volume rendered and transformed into a 2D texture image based on our conformal mapping. This 2D texture image provides the intensity distribution information along each ray,
which is hidden behind the colon surface.
In the canonical volumetric ray casting algorithm, a ray is shot for each pixel on the
image plane. The direction of the ray is defined by the locations of the viewpoint and the
pixel. When the ray hits the boundary of the volume, the ray starts to accumulate color and
opacity values while stepping inside the volume. In our pipeline, a constrained volumetric
ray casting algorithm is used to generate the 2D biopsy image. Each vertex of the mesh
of the flattened colon has a 3D coordinate in the volume space. The coordinate of the first
intersection point of each pixel is linearly interpolated from the three vertices of the triangle
with which the ray intersects. Because flattening the colon into a 2D mesh is a nonlinear
transformation, no one point can be defined as the viewpoint in the volume space for all
rays. Therefore, we define the gradient at the intersection point as the direction of the ray.
In our volumetric ray-casting algorithm, the sampling distance is 0.5 mm. Because we are
only interested in a thin layer (about 20 mm) beneath the colon surface, each ray is only
allowed to traverse up to 40 steps. Moreover, because the colon wall protrudes into the
lumen, some rays may enter the colon lumen again. In order to avoid rays re-entering the
colon lumen, these rays are terminated in our ray-casting algorithm using the segmentation
information of the colon lumen. We can efficiently generate high resolution biopsy images
accelerated on the GPU, where the thin layer beneath the colon wall is super-sampled. An
electronic biopsy image is shown in Figure 6.5(a).

6.2.5 Clustering
It is observed that similar color features appear in contiguous areas in several regions of
the 2D electronic biopsy image. It is reasonable to classify these features within a certain
range in the 2D image. The RGB values of the given pixel and its twelve neighboring pixels form a 39-dimensional local feature vector. Consequently, a high resolution flattened
electronic biopsy image is used in our CAD system, where each pixel has a 39-dimensional
local feature vector. It requires intensive computational effort to manipulate such a large
quantity of vectors. To reduce the computational burden, a feature analysis of the local
vector series is necessary. The principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to the local
vector series to determine the dimension of the feature vectors and the associated orthogonal transformation matrix (that is, the K-L transformation matrix). The PCA on the training
data sets shows that a reasonable dimension of the feature vectors is 7, where the summation of the first 7 principal components variances is more than 96.5% of the total variance.
The K-L transformation matrix is applied to the local vector series belonging to hand
segmented polyps on the 2D flattened electronic biopsy images. In the K-L domain, the
feature vectors are formed by the first 7 principal components from the transformed vector
series. The mean vector of these feature vectors is computed and used as the representative
vector V of the feature vectors belonging to polyps. The square root of the variance of
these feature vectors is also computed and used as a threshold T for vector similarity in the
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clustering.
For a given testing data set, we use the representative vector V and similarity threshold
T to classify the feature vectors in the K-L domain. If the Euclidean distance between a
feature vector and V is less than T , the corresponding pixel is classified as belonging to a
polyp. A 2D image is generated where the pixels classified belonging to a polyp are colored
in red. The red regions in this 2D image are highly suspicious for being polyps, indicating
that the physicians should observe these areas in the 3D view very carefully.
After the clustering algorithm, the pixels classified belonging to a polyp are marked.
We first use a labeling algorithm to extract the connected components on this image. Since
we only consider the polyps with a diameter larger than 5 mm, a component whose pixel
count is below such a threshold is classified as a false-positive finding. Consequently, many
small components are removed.

6.2.6 Reduction of False Positives
The false-positive findings can be further reduced by analyzing the shape features, such
as the shape index and curvedness [137], as well as volumetric texture features [136]. The
shape index is a measure of the shape. Every distinct shape, except for the plane, corresponds to a unique value of the shape index. The shape index values increase smoothly from
the top section to the bottom peripheral region of a polyp on the colon wall inner surface.
The curvedness represents how gently curved the surface is. Curvedness is a dual feature
to the shape index in that the shape index measures which shape the local neighborhood of
a voxel has, whereas the curvedness measures how much shape the neighborhood includes.
The curvedness also provides scale information: a large negative value implies a very gentle change, whereas a large positive value implies a very sharp edge. In the 3D volumetric
data, polyps generally appear as bulbous, cap-like structures adhering to the colonic wall,
with small to medium curvedness, whereas folds appear as elongated, ridge-like structures
with large curvedness. The colonic walls appear as nearly flat, cup-like structures with
small curvedness. Therefore, the shape index and the curvedness can differentiate polyps
from folds and colonic walls effectively.
Because of the partial volume effect, the soft-tissue density values within a polyp tend
to smoothly increase from the colonic air toward the center of the polyp. Therefore, most
density gradient vectors within a polyp tend to point toward the polyp center. A gradient
concentration feature that characterizes the overall direction of the gradient vectors around
a point is used for further reducing FPs.
The computation of these features for the entire volume is time consuming. In our
pipeline, we compute these features in a way similar to the shape based CAD methods.
However, the critical difference is that we only compute these features on several suspicious
areas for FP reduction, rather than for the entire colon.
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6.3 Integration with Virtual Colonoscopy
The polyp detection results of our CAD pipeline are also stored with the flattened colon
image, which can be used for highlighting the corresponding VC endoscopic view. The
colon mesh extracted in our pipeline can also be used to accelerate the direct volume rendering of the VC endoscopic view.

6.3.1 Polygonal Assisted Volume Rendering
When navigating or flying through the colon lumen, the colon wall is rendered with
direct volume rendering. Because of the large size of the colon volume data and the inherent complexity of volume rendering, it is very hard to achieve interactive frame rates
with a software implementation. 3D texture-based volume rendering [14] is a popular volume rendering method that can achieve real-time speed on commodity graphics hardware
(GPU). However, the rays shot from the image plane have different sampling rates due to
the planar proxy geometry. Ray casting has been implemented on the GPU, which has a
coherent sampling rate for all rays [74]. They have achieved interactive speed by using the
two common acceleration techniques, empty-space skipping and early ray termination.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: A close up view of a polyp rendered with volumetric ray casting (a) without
coloring, and (b) with coloring.
The polygonal mesh has been exploited by us to accelerate direct volume rendering
[5]. The polygonal mesh representing the object boundary is extracted from the volume in
the second step of our pipeline. Each vertex is associated with its coordinates in volume
texture space. The mesh is projected onto the image plane for calculating the entry points
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of rays, and the empty space between the image plane and the object boundary is skipped.
Our detection result is also stored in a 2D image, in which we use yellow color for polyps
and red color for normal colon wall. When the flattened mesh is projected on the image, we
also obtain a 2D texture coordinates by interpolation. We use this 2D texture coordinates to
access the resulting image to determine the color of the ray. This method is very efficient
because the GPU is very efficient in rasterizing triangles onto the image plane.
Our algorithm has two passes. In the first pass, the mesh is rendered and the rasterization hardware interpolates the texture coordinates for each fragment. In this pass, the depth
test is enabled so that only the nearest intersection points are preserved in the framebuffer.
In the second pass, the fragment shader reads back the intersection point for each pixel on
the image plane and a standard ray casting is performed from this point. A polyp rendered
with our method with and without coloring is shown in Figure 6.3. The rendering frame
rates is 17-20 per second for a 512 × 512 image.

6.3.2 Enhanced Virtual Colonoscopy
Our interactive user interface shown in Figure 6.4 provides multiple views of the colon
CT data. In the center is the 3D volume rendered endoscopic view. A flattened colon
image is shown on the right of the endoscopic view. Bookmarks for suspicious regions can
be stored on the flattened colon image. A zoom-in view to display the corresponding part of
the flattened colon image at the current camera position is provided under the endoscopic
view. The 2D mutually perpendicular slice views oriented axial, coronal, and sagittal are
shown on the left hand side. An outside overview of the patient’s colon and z zoom-in
slice view are shown on the right hand side. All these 2D and 3D images are correlated
and interlinked so that position in 3D is overlaid on the 2D images and the position of 2D
slices and the flattened colon image can be overlaid on the 3D images. This provides a
quick and simple mechanism to easily analyze suspicious patches in both 2D and 3D. It is
noted that the correlation between the flattened zoom-in view and the 3D endoscopic view
is established by our conformal colon flattening algorithm.
In our enhanced VC system, we provide a new mode to allow the physician to go over
solely the flattened colon image for polyp screening. In this mode, the physician only
need to fly over the flattened image from one end to the other. The physician only need to
go over the flattened colon image in one direction through the zoom-in view, because our
conformal colon flattening method guarantee 100% surface visibility coverage. Since the
3D endoscopic view is correlated with the zoom-in view of the flattened colon image, if
any suspicious polyp is found on the zoom-in view of the flattened colon, the physician can
double click the suspicious polyp to update the 3D endoscopic view and confirm it in the
3D endoscopic view. In this way, the physician mainly focus on the zoom-in view of the
flattened colon image, which can also reduce reader fatigue.
Although our conformal colon flattening method does not preserve area information,
measurement can still be performed on the flattened colon image by mapping points back
to the 3D world coordinate system and computing the diameter of the polyp in the 3D
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Figure 6.4: The user interface of our CAD system.
world coordinate system. It is much more convenient for the physician to perform the
measurement on the 2D flattened colon image than that on the 3D endoscopic image.
We have integrated the detection result of our CAD pipeline into our VC system. Our
new VC system is enhanced in the following ways:
1. In the navigation mode, the suspicious patches are highlighted in the endoscopic
view to attract the attention of the physicians during navigation. Since our detection
algorithm is 100% sensitive to polyps, the missed polyps in the conventional VC
system will not be missed in our system.
2. All suspicious polyp candidates are also highlighted on the 2D flattened colon view.
Physicians can directly inspect these suspicious regions by clicking on them. All
other views are updated simultaneously.
3. Bookmarks for suspicious regions are stored on the flattened colon image and on
the colon overview image. From either image, the physicians can sequentially or
randomly go through all bookmarks of suspicious regions, which are automatically
provided by our CAD pipeline.
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Our initial feedback from a physician using our prototype system has been very positive,
where the CAD results serving as a second reader guarantee a low miss examination and
that the user interface features indeed enhance the VC system.

6.4 Results

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.5: (a) The electronic biopsy image generated using our conformal colon flattening
and volumetric ray casting algorithm. (b) The result of our clustering algorithm. (c) The
result of the reduction of FPs with shape analysis and 3D texture analysis. Two polyp
candidates are obtained using this data set, the real polyp at location A and a FP at location
B.
We implemented our polyp detection pipeline in C/C++ and ran all of the experiments
on a 3.6 GHz Pentium IV PC running Windows XP with 3G RAM and one NVIDIA Quadro
4500 graphics board. We have been collaborating closely with physicians and gastroenterologists in developing and evaluating our methods. Our pipeline was tested using a total
of 198 CT data sets. We used 152 CT data sets from the National Institute of Health (NIH)
to demonstrate and test our CAD pipeline. Along with the raw DICOM images, there are
VC reports, OC reports, pathology reports, and OC videos. In addition, we used another 46
CT data sets along with VC reports and OC reports obtained from Stony Brook University
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Hospital (SBUH) to test and demonstrate our pipeline. We used the specialists’ VC and
OC reports for the NIH and SBUH data sets to evaluate our CAD pipeline.
Twenty data sets from the NIH were used in the training of our pipeline, to compute
the K-L matrix and the representative vector V . The rest of the data sets were used to
test our CAD pipeline, which generated consistent results and is 100% sensitive to polyps.
No polyp in the 132 NIH data sets or the 46 SBUH data sets used for testing was missed
by our system. The polyps are colored using our volumetric ray casting algorithm with a
translucent biopsy transfer function. All the polyps are shown in similar colors on the 2D
image, which will not be missed by our clustering algorithm.
Table 6.1: Experimental results of our CAD pipeline.
Data Source Total Polyps FP per Data Set FP Reduction
SBUH
65
2.9
97.1%
NIH
82
3.5
96.1%
The experimental results of testing our pipeline are depicted in Table 6.1, which are
confirmed using VC reports and OC reports. In addition to detecting all polyps, our pipeline
also significantly reduced the number of FPs for each data set. The 132 NIH data sets used
for testing contain 82 polyps, all of which were identified by our pipeline. An average of
3.5 FPs was identified in each data set, after FP reduction. The FP reduction step removed
96.1% of the FPs. The 46 SBUH data sets contained 65 polyps, all of which were identified
by our pipeline. An average of 2.9 FPs was identified in each data set, after FP reduction.
The FP reduction step removed 97.1% of the FPs. The best shape analysis based systems
[36, 122, 130, 137] achieved 2 − 3 FPs per dataset with 100% sensitivity. Our experiment
results show that our method achieved similar results as these systems.
One of the SBUH CT data sets of size 512×512×460 has a polyp near the rectum. The
resolution of the flattened electronic biopsy image is 4000 × 200, which is shown in Figure
6.5(a). The rectum is at the left end of Figure 6.5(a). There is a polyp of 8 mm diameter
near the rectum of this colon data set. The suspicious polyp candidates from our clustering
algorithm are shown in red in Figure 6.5(b). The FPs are reduced by shape analysis and 3D
texture analysis applied at these suspicious areas. As a result, we obtain 2 polyp candidates,
the real polyp at location A and a FP at location B, both shown in red in Figure 6.5(c). The
corresponding 3D VC views of these two locations are shown in Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(b),
respectively. It is noted that the FP B is resulted from the protuberance on the colon haustral
fold.
Compared with shape-based CAD methods, our system is much faster. Our topological
denoising algorithm and colon surface extraction algorithm costs less than 1 minute. The
most time consuming step of our pipeline is the conformal colon flattening, which takes
about 7 minutes. The electronic biopsy image rendered with a resolution of 4000 × 200
costs only about 300 milliseconds accelerated on the GPU. Therefore, it takes our pipeline
about 8 minutes to gather features for polyp detection. In the shape-based CAD methods,
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(b)

Figure 6.6: (a) The 3D view of the detected polyp A. (b) The 3D view of the false-positive
finding B on a colon fold.
the computation step of shape index and curvedness is the most time consuming step. It
took us about 20 minutes to compute shape index and curvedness with a mask size of
5 × 5 × 5 for the entire mucosa layer, using the same data set on the same platform as our
approach. The computation time is about one hour when the mask size is 7 × 7 × 7. We
achieved an average of 3 FPs per data set with 100% sensitivity, which is equal or better
than the shape based methods. Our detection results are stored in 2D flattened images,
which are much easier to integrate into the VC system than that of other CAD systems.
Our pipeline provides a flattened colon view in the user interface of the VC system, which
is much more friendly than the other systems.

6.5 Conclusions
The pipeline we have presented here is a novel method for the CAD of colonic polyps.
Unlike previous shape-based method, our method uses a 2D volume rendered flattened
biopsy image of the colon to detect suspicious patches by a clustering method. This is
due to the fact that the adenomatous and malignant polyps in the volume rendered biopsy
images have different densities compared with normal tissues. The FPs are further reduced
in a subsequent step by performing shape analysis and 3D texture analysis only on these
patches, not on the entire endoluminal colon surface. Our system detects 100% of the
adenomatous polyps, and yields a low FP rate in only several minutes. The results are
easily integrated into any VC system, which allows physicians to perform their diagnoses
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more accurately and efficiently. Since the suspicious areas are clearly identified to the
user, the physician needs only traverse the colon in one direction, without fear of missing a
polyp.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary
In this dissertation, we have presented our solution to one of the attractive and challenging research topics in the visualization and medical imaging communities. Our conformal
colon flattening algorithm can display the entire inner colon surface as a single 2D image,
and our CAD pipeline is able to identify 100% of the polyps with a low FP rate, which
makes our VC system much more powerful and efficient. The primary research contributions of this dissertation are described as follows:
• A simulation method to estimate the percentage of the colon surface is missed in the
standard OC examination. An Olympus colonoscope, a wide angle fisheye camera,
is calibrated and simulated in our method. The simulated fisheye camera is moving
along the hugging corner shortest path, rather than the centerline of the colon as for
VC fly-through navigation. Our simulation study reveals that about 23% of the colon
surface is missed in the standard OC examination and about 9% of the colon surface
is missed in the VC examination when navigating in both antegrade and retrograde
directions.
• A fully automatic segmentation and digital cleansing framework with the capability
to handle the partial volume effect and topological noise. The mixture information is
estimated for each voxel using the well-developed EM algorithm in an iterative manner. It allows us to accurately segment the colon lumen and restore the CT density
values of the tagged materials for digital cleansing. The topological noise is automatically removed using a region growing based method. A topologically simple colon
surface can be extracted from the segmented colon and simplified for visualization
as well as virtual colon flattening.
• A conformal colon flattening algorithm based on Riemann surface theory and differential geometry. Our algorithm is general, which can be applied to arbitrarily high
genus surface. The global distortion from the colon surface to the parametric rectangle is minimized, which is measured by the harmonic energy. We have proved and
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shown that our algorithm is angle preserving (local shape preserving). The shape of
colonic polyps on the flattened colon image is well preserved. Even a small polyp in
the high resolution flattened colon image and can be easily identified by a physician.
The flattened colon image has been integrated into our VC system to enhance the
user interface and accuracy of the VC system.
• A GPU-based object-order ray-casting algorithm for rendering large volumetric data
sets. The volumetric data set is decomposed into small cells, and organized using a
min-max octree structure. The empty cells are skipped immediately after the classification. The volumetric ray-casting algorithm is performed on the GPU for each
non-empty cell. The cooperation and trade-off between the CPU and the GPU are
exploited in our hybrid volumetric ray-casting method to obtain further acceleration.
Our algorithm allows large volumetric data set to be rendered for virtual endoscopy
applications in real-time with high quality.
• A novel CAD pipeline for polyp detection integrating texture and shape analysis with
volume rendering as well as conformal colon flattening. Polyps are identified by a
clustering method on the 2D electronic biopsy images. The false positive findings
are further reduced by shape analysis. The polyp detection results can be seamlessly incorporated into the VC system to highlight the suspicious regions during
the fly-through navigation. The CAD enhanced VC system can reduce physicians’
perceptual errors, thereby improving the accuracy of VC.

7.2 Near Future Work
7.2.1 General Volume Processing Framework
Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), a technique developed by NVIDIA, is
a new hardware and software architecture for issuing and managing computations on the
GPU as a data-parallel computing device without the need of mapping them to a graphics
API. CUDA features a parallel data cache or on-chip shared memory with very fast general
read and write access, that threads use to share data with each other. When programmed
through CUDA, the GPU is viewed as a compute device capable of executing a very high
number of threads in parallel. It operates as a coprocessor to the main CPU, or host: In other
words, data-parallel, compute-intensive portions of applications running on the host are offloaded onto the device. More precisely, a portion of an application that is executed many
times, but independently on different data, can be isolated into a function that is executed
on the device as many different threads. To that effect, such a function is compiled to the
instruction set of the device and the resulting program, called a kernel, is downloaded to
the device.
The mixture information of each voxel is estimated using the EM algorithm in an iterative manner, which is the most time-consuming part in our partial volume segmentation
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algorithm. The most time-consuming part of our conformal flattening algorithm is the minimization of the harmonic energy using the conjugate gradient method. Applications such as
the EM algorithm and the conjugate gradient algorithm that require mathematically intensive computing on large amounts of data are ideal targets for GPU computing with CUDA.
We would like to implement our partial volume segmentation algorithm and conformal surface flattening algorithm using CUDA to further improve the overall performance of our
system.
Furthermore, we would also like to design a general framework for 3D medical image
processing using CUDA. In this framework, currently time-consuming algorithms, such
as volume filtering algorithms and 3D level set methods, can be implemented easily and
efficiently as kernel programs.

7.2.2 Volume Rendering for Very Large Data Sets
The newly released NVIDIA graphics hardware also provides the capability of render to 3D texture. It has the great potential to improve the state-of-the-art rendering and
simulation in computer graphics and visualization, which would benefit researchers and
end-users in a variety of applications. Due to the large size of the volume data, the gradient
is estimated on-the-fly on the GPU in our current system, which needs six texture lookups
for each sampling point and is not efficient. The rendering performance and quality of our
GPU-based volumetric ray-casting algorithm can be further improved, if we can compute
the gradient information for the whole cell on-the-fly using the render to 3D texture feature
and use tri-linear interpolation to obtain the gradient for each sampling point.

7.2.3 Unified Colon Flattening
If two surfaces do not have the same gaussian curvature, there is no way to achieve both
area and angle preservation for surface mapping. Therefore, in our conformal colon flattening method, only angle preservation is achieved. The shape of colonic polyps on the 2D
flattened colon image can be identified by physicians. However, our method suffers from
the area distortion, that is, physicians cannot measure the size of the polyp directly. Therefore, how to alleviate the area distortion in our harmonic energy minimization process is
another near future work. We would like to investigate a unified colon flattening algorithm
to minimize the overall distortion: angle distortion and area distortion.

7.2.4 Conformal Volumetric Colon Flattening
In our current conformal colon flattening algorithm, only the colon surface is mapped
to a 2D rectangle. We would like to flatten the colon surface as well as the soft tissues. In
other words, we would like to obtain a volume containing the flattened colon wall along
with soft tissues. The main idea is that we shrink and expand the colon surface along the
gradient direction to obtain two surfaces. Then, we tetrahedralize the space between the
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two surfaces. We can compute a harmonic function on this domain by constraints that the
inner surface has a value zero and the outer surface has a value one. Then, we can extract
a set of isosurfaces at different values. We can obtain volumetric parameterizations by
conformally mapping them to a set of coaxial cylinder surfaces. The flattened volume can
be obtained by unfolding the cylinder. Furthermore, CAD algorithms can be applied to the
flattened volume to improve their computation performance.

7.2.5 Automatic Transfer Function Generation for Polyp Detection
How to define a transfer function in order to generate meaningful results is a common
problem in volume rendering [104]. In our current implementation for the electronic biopsy
[125], the semi-translucent transfer function is not automatically generated. We would like
to study the features of colonic polyps to devise a method to generate the transfer function
automatically. This transfer function will be multi-dimensional and use various features
such as density values, curvature, and eigenvalues of Hessian matrix [66]. In fact, the
features used in the shape-based CAD algorithms can be considered for the design of the
transfer function used for electronic biopsy. This can further improve the performance of
our VC and CAD system.

7.2.6 Supine and Prone Registration
Supine and prone registration allows the user to easily correlate between the supine and
prone scan. This technique empowers the user to switch at any time between the supine
and prone scan enabling a faster verification of findings or parts that might be collapsed or
hidden by residual stool and fluid in one of the two scans.
Supine and prone registration is difficult to be done directly in 3D due to the deformation of colon. In previous methods [2, 120], supine and prone is registered based on the
centerline, which simplifies the 3D registration problem to 1D. However, the registration
results based on the centerline cannot be used to correlate 3D endoscopic views. We would
like to register supine and prone data sets using our flattened feature colon images, which
supposedly provides better results than the method based on the colon centerline. If we can
establish a one-to-one mapping between two flattened colon images, the one-to-one mapping between two 3D colon surfaces can also be computed. Results from this registration
method could be used to double check for polyp detection. This registration method can
also be used to align two scans taken at different times.

7.2.7 Image-based Path Planning
In the VC fly-through navigation, it is crucial to generate an optimal camera path for efficient colonic polyp screening. Although it is useful for describing the shape of an object,
the centerline is not always the optimal camera path for observing the object. Hence, conventional methods in which the centerline is directly used as a path produce considerable
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blind areas, especially in areas of high curvature. Many automatic path planning algorithms
[49, 63] have been developed to improve visibility coverage. For comfortable user navigation, the camera path is usually smoothed and the amount of rotation between consecutive
endoscopic views needs to be minimized. However, all these algorithms require some time
consuming pre-processings such as colon lumen segmentation and distance transformation
computation [89] before the fly-through navigation.
We would like to design an image-based path planning automatic navigation algorithm
without the requirement of performing any pre-processing. Therefore, the VC fly-through
navigation can be performed immediately after the colon data set is loaded from the computer hard drive. We also would like to integrate the CAD results into the path planning
algorithm, which can guarantee that no suspicious region is missed during the fly-through
navigation.

7.3 Long-term Future Work
In this dissertation, we focus on CT colon data sets for VC applications, although our
techniques are general. Our techniques can be used with a variety of human organs, such
as blood vessels and bladder, which includes topics like:
• Virtual angioscopy [35] is primarily used for detecting stenoses and calcifications
in blood vessels. Virtual angioscopy can aid in the characterization of broad-based
aneurysms, which can help to determine whether surgical treatment is preferable to
coil embolization. With many blood vessels being too narrow for a normal endoscope, virtual angioscopy is in many cases the only alternative. Our techniques can
be applied to blood vessels to enhance the virtual angioscopy applications. However,
blood vessels cannot be mapped to a 2D rectangle, due to their complex topology. A
new method to visualize the flattened blood vessels need to be designed. Moreover,
the corresponding user interface for virtual angioscopy also need to be investigated.
• Virtual cystoscopy [39] is a promising new technique based on the rendering of the
inner surface of the urinary bladder using volumetric MRI data sets, thus enabling
maneuvers that normally are not feasible with conventional cystoscopy. Therefore,
this method could potentially provide a means for the screening and surveillance
of bladder tumors, which tend to recur. Our conformal flattening technique can be
directly applied to the inner surface of the bladder to improve the performance of
virtual cystoscopy. However, the partial volume effect must be specially taken care
of during the segmentation of the bladder.
An abdominal Aortic Aneurysm (AAA) [3] is a bulge in the wall of an artery. It is
estimated that 1.5 million Americans have AAA, though only approximately 200, 000 are
diagnosed each year. AAA’s are almost always caused due to arteriosclerosis. As plaque
accumulates, the pressure of the blood blowing through the weakened section of the artery
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causes the artery to balloon, forming an aneurysm.If the aneurysm is not detected in time,
the weakened aorta will rupture, often causing death.
It has become standard practice to treat AAA through minimally invasive surgery. The
procedure consists of placing a catheter into the iliac artery, inserted up to the kidney junction. A stent is then extracted from the catheter to protect the aneurysm from a rupture.
The entire operation is generally performed with the aid of an intraoperative X-ray scanner,
sometimes combined with an ultrasound probe. There are two primary problems with this
approach. First, selecting a properly fitting prosthesis for each patient is difficult. Second,
placing the stent quickly and accurately is hard to accomplish. Virtual AAA may aid surgeons in both diagnosis and treatment. A virtual AAA system should provide the following
functions:
• automatically extract the aorta, iliac arteries and aneurysm in order to build a 3D
model.
• enable surgeons to examine possible prosthesis locations and catheter trajectories.
• offer advanced measurement tools to assist evaluation of the surgical area. Our conformal flattening technique has the potential to be applied to aorta to provide efficient
measurement tools.
• automatically suggest a set of candidate prostheses and allow the surgeon to validates
his choice by simulating the prosthesis contact.
• noninvasively assess the wall stresses acting in individual aneurysms based on the
patient’s blood pressure and the 3D model.
The success of a surgical procedure is in direct relation to experience and intuition of
the surgeon. Visualization tools such as computer-aided planning of operations, surgery
simulation for training, and intra-operative surgery assistance are mostly still at an experimental level and not yet well established in daily clinical routine. Many tasks connected
with the development of such tools can be accomplished by applying state of the art 3D
visualization techniques to high quality radiological data sets. Nevertheless, there exists
still a number of challenging open problems:
• Advanced visualization techniques have to be combined with high-level physicsbased simulation to get realistic images for surgery simulation. Moreover, the performance of physics-based simulation should be improved.
• Quantization, manipulation, simulation and fast visualization very often requires a
geometric reconstruction of volumetric structures.
• Augmented reality allows the combination of intra-operative with pre-operative data
and enables the surgeon to realize a pre-operative plan exactly. The combination of
virtual reality, physics based simulation and the use of haptic feedback devices open
new methods for realistic surgery training.
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• Speed and accuracy of visualization, simulation and tracking play a crucial role in
having the necessary interactivity for surgery training and intra-operative use of the
techniques in mind. A highly optimized software design and intelligent algorithms
in combination with the expected development of the hardware will lead to more and
more realistic simulations and visualizations.
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